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On the Cover: The COMSAT MSP 70 modern application - specific integrated
circuit IASIC) was developed by COMSAT Laboratories' Communications
Technology Division . The ASIC is housed in a surface-mount 208-pill quad flatpack package which requires approximate/ y 9 cm' of circuit board space , making it
ideal for incorporation into sruall , low-cost .satcom modem products.

The MSP-10 represents it sib>rtificartt advance ill di,., ital modem technology fortransmission rates up to 10 Mstanbolls. Incorporated into this device are all of the
primary transmit and receive basebartd f unctions of it digital phase-shift keying
modem, as tr'ell as circuits for receive carrier and clock generation and transmit
clock synthesis. Key to the design are COMSAT-patented techniques for phaselocked loop carrier and clock recovery processing, and receive finite impulse
response implementation.

Other modem products currently under development at COMSAT Laboratories
include a rrmlticarrier deruodulator ASIC and it high-speed (150-MIL clock rate)
multiplier ace nnulatnr ASIC for use in high-speed modem implementations.

OMSAT Laboratories is now in its ?6th hear of conducting basic research and
development to advance satellite communications technology . This eleventh in a
series of annual reviews summarizes our R&D activities during 1993. Portions
of this effort were funded by COMSAT World Sttstems and paid for with
revenues derived from international communications services carried via the
International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT) satellite
network, and hr/ COMSAT Mobile Communications and paid for with revenues
derived from international communications services carried via the Irnnarsat
satellite network . Work conducted for COMSAT World Systems and COMSAT
Mobile Communications that is not paid for with such funds , and work conducted
on behalf of other elements of the corporation -COMSAT Video Enterprises and
COMSAT Technology Services- is shareholder-funded. Documentation
concerning jurisdictional work ( that is, work wholht or partially funded !n the
end user of the system ) is available to the public through the COMSAT Data
Catalog , which announces the publication of Labs papers and reports.

In 1993, the operating expenses for COMSAT Laboratories totaled 538 million.
Revenue sources outside the Corporation accounted for 46 percent of the total,
with the Army, NASA, INTELSAT, and Irnnarsat being our largest regular
customers. Some of this work was undertaken as a subcontractor to other
organizations with whom the Labs is allied . Development and support funding
(35 percent of the total ) was directed to nearer - term applications , and projects
were undertaken by the Laboratories on a contract -like basis with the various
lines of business of the Corporation . Technical support addressed immediate
operational concerns . The balance of the funding ( 19 percent ) went to various
research prog rams to advance technology, with the goal of improving
communications systems cost and performance over the long term.

The structure of COMSAT Laboratories changed in 1993 with the sale of the
Microwave Electronics Division to AMP, Inc. This new subsidiartt of AMP is
called Microwave Signal, Inc. (MiSigg), and is collocated with COMSAT
Laboratories at our Clarksburg, Maryland, facility. Close cooperation with MiSig
is anticipated for current and future programs.

The capabilities and products of COMSAT Laboratories are available to both
commercial and government enterprises . The Labs supplies hardware for highht
specialized applications and emphasizes the transitioning of Laboratoriesdeveloped technology to the marketplace. We invite further inquiry , and have
provided contact information on the inside back cover of this Review.
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John V . Evans
President, COMSAT Laboratories
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COMSAT Corporation was created in
1963 following passage of the Communications Satellite Act, signed into law by Presi-

35 miles north of Washington.
The Corporation in 1993 comprised four

dent Kennedy in late 1962. When the Inter-

separate operating divisions. COMSAT

national Telecommunications Satellite

World Systems (CWS) serves as U.S. Signa-

Consortium (INTELSAT) was established in

tory to INTELSAT, COMSAT Mobile Com-

1964 to facilitate international communica-

munications (CMC) serves as U.S. Signatory

tions between fixed points by satellite,

to Inmarsat, and COMSAT Video Enter-

COMSAT was named its U.S. Signatory.

prises (CVE) provides entertainment and

Initially, INTEISAThad 11 participants.

guest services to hotels, and also owns the

This number ha, since grown to 133 mem-

Denver Nuggets basketball teanm. The

ber countries, and the organization cur-

fourth division, COMSAT Technology Ser-

rently provides service to 200 nations.

vices (CTS), was formed in 1992 to offer pri-

COMSAT also served as technical man-

vate satellite commmunications systems and

ager of INTELSAT from its inception until

services, placing increased emphasis on

1979. To help meet the challenges associ-

transitioning Laboratories technology to

ated with this role, COMSAT Laboratories

profitable business applications. In June

was formed in 1967. Initially located in Washington, D.C.,
the Laboratories moved

to its present quarters
in Clarksburg, Maryland, in 1969. The

John V. Etans
Melvin R. Laird President

Brnre I. Crockett

Chairman of the Board COMSAT l.:d>nratories

Presideal & CEO
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230-acre tract along Interstate 270, about

1994, COMSAT acquired Radiation Systems,
Inc., of Sterling, Virginia, which was merged
with CTS to form COMSAT RSI.
COMSAT Laboratories is the central
R&D organization for all four operating divisions. Overseeing the R&D activities of

Laboratories occu-

the Laboratories and other corporate enti-

pies approximately

ties and related business concerns is the

one-third of a

Committee on Research and International

360,000 square

Matters (RIM), one of five standing conunit-

foot facility on a

tees of COMSAT's Board of Directors. The

RIM Committee considers and makes rec-

It is organized by areas of technology, as

ommendations to the Board on matters re-

represented by the four divisions.

lating to the Corporation's international ac-

Chairman of the Board

President & CEO

In this new era of telecommunications

tivities and responsibilities under the

deregulation and intense competitive pres-

Satellite Act, INTELSAT, and Inmarsat, and

sure, there is increasing interest in reducing

its relationships with other international

the time lag from the conception of new

bodies, foreign governments, and entities.

ideas to their field application. In response,

COMSAT Mobile
Communications

COMSAT Labs is focusing its energies on

In 1993, nearly half of the work performed at COMSAT Laboratories was won

this objective. New products, applications,

through outside competitive bidding. Major

and activities that form the basis for future

customers included the U.S. Army, U.S. Air

products are described in this Review. For

Force, NASA, INTELSAT, and Inmarsat.

additional product information, or teaming

The balance of the Laboratories' work is

or license opportunities, contact the experts

performed for internal proprietary pro-

listed on the inside back cover ... join us in

grams or for the regulated activity of inter-

building global communications for tomorrow!

COMSAT
Video Enterprises

COMSAT
World Systems

COMSAT
Technology Services

national communications, either directly or
COMSAT
:wratories

indirectly via INTEL-SAT and Inmarsat.
This work is directed toward solving operational problems, participating in standards
creation, and developing future systems
Satellite & Systems

and services.

4 %;!,,=s Division

The significance of COMSAT's pioneer-

C. E . Mahle, Executive Director

ing contributions to the global reach of satellite technology was affirmed in 1993 when
the National Broadcasting Association prreCommunications
Technology Division
R. J. F. Fang , Executive Director

sentcd an Lmmv Award to COMSAI and
several current and former Laboratories
employees for "outstanding achievement
in the science of television technology" (see
p. 40).

Network
Technology Division

The Laboratories consists of four divisions: Communications Technology (CTD),

B. A. Pontano , Executive Director

Network Technology (NTD), Satellite and
Systems Technologies (SSTD), and System
Development (SDD). This Review summaSystem

rizes the Laboratories' research, development, and applications activities for 1993.

A W. L. Cook , Executive Director

RIM Committee

James B. Edwards
Bruce L . Crockett

Peter W. Likins
Chairman
I
Rudy Boschwitz

Lucy Wilson
Benson
Howard M. _ove

Dolores D Wharton

Barry M Goldwater
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THE SATELLITE AND SYSTEMS

ANTENNAS

TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION
ISSTDI CONDUCTS RESEARCH

SSTD is COMSAT's primary, in-house

antenna . Also, the subreflector will be re-

source for the design and engineering of satel-

placed by a new design to convert the optical

lite and earth station antennas, which are key

system from the present beam waveguide ge-

ON A VARIETY OF SATELLITE

contributors to overall communications sys-

ometry to a standard Cassegrain feed geom-

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLO-

tem capacity.

etry. The feed, which is scheduled to be in-

AND DEVELOPMENT ,
ENGINEERING ,

SYSTEMS

AND ANALYSIS

stalled and tested at Lenox in 1994, will make

GY=, AND PRODUCES SPACE-

EARTH STATION ANTENNAS
QIA IFIED HARDWARE.
■

DI.I SION WORK ENCOM-

In 1993, SSTD completed work on the Au-

r4 ES NEXT-GENERATION

tomated Antenna Verification (AAV) system,

SATELLITE SYSTEMS; MULTI-

which is used for the accurate and efficient

the station compatible with both INTELSAT
Standard A and C earth station antenna
specifications.
An antenna design development program

BEAM ANTENNAS AND ON-

testing of a wide variety of earth station an-

for next-generation miniaturized Inmarsat-M

BOARD RF PROCESSING

tennas. The system is computer-controlled,

terminals has been completed. The goal was

with a spectrum analyzer, a power meter, and

to develop terminal antennas smaller than

SYSTEMS, ANTENNA FEEDS.

a synthesized signal generator as the primary

those currently used in briefcase-size termi-

AND COMPONENTS :

measurement equipment. Parameters mea-

nals. Three L-band antenna models-a single

COMMAND/ CONTROL, THER-

sured include radiation patterns, directive

patch antenna with 8-dBi gain, a four-element

MAL. AND MECHANICAL SUB-

gain, low-noise amplifier (LNA) noise tem-

patch array with l1-dl3i gain, and a collapsible

SYS- r • . _ 1 PROPAGATION

perature, antenna and system temperature

disk-on-rod antenna with 12-dBi gain-were

profiles, gain-to-noise temperature ratio

fabricated and tested.The models were manu-

S IG^c-. `JSTALLS TURN-

(G/T), return loss, and insertion loss. The

facturing prototypes and achieved the goal of

KEY FOR IN-ORBIT

AAV system also calculates pointing informa-

minimizing size, weight, and manufacturing

TESTING AND SYSTEM PER-

tion for satellites and ephemeris data for radio

cost.

-.-%,1ANCE MONITORING,

stars and the moon. The ability of the system

HARDWARE :

ST'., I

■

REPEATER SUB-

H STD

POWER.

ALSO DE-

■ RL5OURCES INCLUDE
_ L-OF-THE- ART COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE, AS WELL
A- A MODERN DESIGN AND

to measure swept frequency noise temperature is particularly useful in accurately characterizing antennas and LNAs.
INTELSAT has already purchased the AAV

SATELLITE ANTENNAS

SSTD has recently completed the integration, calibration, and performance testing of a
Ku-hand high-power multibeam phased

software for use in the certification testing of

array. The four-beam, 24-element array in-

new INTELSAT communications system

cludes 24 radiating waveguide horns, 24 2-W

monitoring stations. The software is also

solid-state power amplifiers (SSPAs), and a

available for purchase by U.S. individuals and

4 x 24 beam-forming matrix (BEM) with

companies involved in testing and verifying

96 monolithic microwave integrated circuit

earth station antennas. The AAV system is
fundamental to antenna testing and consult-

(MMIC) phase shifters. The calibration pro-

REALIZATIO ' I 0 CH BROAD

ing services that COMSAT Laboratories pro-

zation of the 4 x 24 BEM, the SSI'As, and the

INVOLVEME % 7 SATELLITE

vides to numerous earth station suppliers and

cable interface between the BFM and the

SYSTEMS AND HARDWARE

operators.

SSPAs. Comprehensive software tools devel-

F=H.-ICATION CENTER.
■

T.-[-E CAPABILITIES EN-L SSTD ENGINEERS

TO ENGAGE IN TECHNICAL
PROGRAMS
CONCEPT
THROUGH

FROM

INITIAL

UFVELO^MFNT
FII•. t;I_ r H.,PUCT

PROVIDES THE FOUNDATION

In 1993, AT&T contracted with COMSAT

FOR THE MANY SYSTEM STUD-

Laboratories to modify the Lenox, West Vir-

IES SSTD CONDUCTS AND

ginia, 19-m earth station antenna to dual

THE CONSULTING SERVICES IT

(C- and Ku-) hand operation. This was part of

OFFERS.

a major upgrade of the earth station which
will enable it to offer emergency restoration of

vides extensive characterization and optimi-

oped at COMSAT were used in system simulations to develop predictions of third-

Right : Ill SSTD'. Srh^11i,e Alrh°)IllI7 L)eptlrtllrt'I11,
tirl fll utlju^hllrrrt^ a n' I)Iatie It' the prntot>Ipe

service. A four-hand, corrugated-wall feed

KII- IRlltl 24-elenlerlt pheself

horn is being custom-designed for the Lenox

perfor,l)Rlll't' tl'ti)l^.
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prliir to

Space-Qualified
Subsystems
& Components
M

Satellite Measurement
Systems
Satellite Power
& Control Systems
Satellite System, s
Definition
Propaga tiotr Analys is

A two-beam, eight-output BFM was also

Testing of tire Ku- barns actiz'e
phased array inchrded uteaslrrirng

designed and fabricated for the X-hand

radial ion patterns ( right) at

program. The design was implemented in a

multiple fre(luencies and power

highly modular fashion to facilitate both

lez,els. pert.rnriug holographic

fabrication and modification. The use of y-bit

rucaSrireruentS , vud ez'alwztirrg

MMIC phase shifters and attenuators behind

SI/Stern perrtor•rnauce of inter-

each array element permits control of excita-

rnodulilt roll Ienels and bit error

tion coefficients, providing the flexibility to

ratios 1111der rrnrlticarrier

synthesize a wide variety of radiation patterns

corrdilierlS.

for many types of coverage. By incorporating
MMIC technology in the BFM, components
can be manufactured with a high degree of
uniformity. Consequently, beam patterns can
be synthesized with a high degree of confiorder intermodulation product beam levels

dence. The phase shifters are fabricated as

and locations in multicarrier situations.

switched lines, implemented in printed

As part of a program supported by the

coplanar waveguide, to give the true time-

U.S. Government, SSTD is developing an ac-

delay beam steering required in wideband

tive, multiple-beam antenna that meets the re-

applications.

quirements of future Defense Satellite Com-

Another active antenna program involves

munication System (DSCS) networks. The

the design and fabrication of a h9-element

goal of this effort is to demonstrate the feasi-

C-band phased array for INITFISAT applica-

bility of active phased arrays by building and

tions, to permit dynamic synthesis of beam

testing a prototype of an X-band phased ar-

coverages. Two sets of redundant 2-kV SSPAs

ray. The transmit phased array is part of a satellite that provides multiple coverages which
can be reconfigured dynamically to meet
changing traffic demands. The antenna simultaneously generates four beams of variable
shapes, with sizes ranging from 2' to full
earth coverage.
To demonstrate the technology involved,
an eight-element subarray was developed and
built as a model of the full-scale phased array.
The scalar ring horns and pin polarizers provide radiation patterns with excellent polarization purity over the complete coverage
area. A 2-W SSPA in an integrated housing
feeds each array element, permitting highefficiency power generation and allowing
flexible power-sharing among the beams for
efficient use of satellite resources.

Left: Tire high polarization
purihr of file elements in tilt,
X-hand a-1-1n/ makes it Suitable
(o r- dual-pnlari:atiorr aplrlicetiorrs. Above right: The 2-IN
Ii,' flic X-barn)
SSPA used
phased arrau. Right: The c'-band
phased array enrplor/s lighlzeeiglrt
triuteiI-circxit techrrolo•i>i/ for itS
mutt uua clenu'lrtS.
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are incorporated behind each element to pro-

Left: The plod rllar archilec trln'

duce both left- and right-hand circular polarizations with high purity. Each sense of polar-

of tht' BFM can acco»nnxdale
z'ariorrs bcanr corrfixuratiorr5 at

ization receives signals from a separate BFM,

different jrerlucncie5 u'ith omit

which is designed to produce a total of eight

minor redesign. Below: The

beams with 5-bit phase and amplitude control

most hasic hnildinc Nock in the

for each array element. The beams are recon-

BFM is the M.MiC paika\'e, con-

figurable to provide the various coverages re-

tairlin,E the 5-hit .MMIC pl1175e

quired for INTELSAT satellites.

shit'lcr, the 2- and 3-lilt M,M1C
III It'll 110/ trS . and three di,'itai

The SSPA and radiating element are integrated in a single module. Each power ampli-

control integrated circuits. The

fier incorporates a linearizer to facilitate

packa ,t e u'a5 designed to inini-

operation in multibeam and multicarrier envi-

rrn--C 51 _e 17114 r?I755, Uet ph 1u i /i' a

ronments with good linearity and high power-

transmit hemi/zone array. The polarization

rn,,il
' , hermeticallu scaled enz'i-

added efficiency (PAE). Linearization enables

isolation of the hemi/zone horn element

'orlnu')!t for the RF ,19 electronics.

the amplifier to operate at a PAE of better

embedded in the array environment was

than 30 percent, while maintaining a carrier-

of particular interest. The element was first

to-intermodulation ratio (C/I) of 20 dB and

evaluated by itself, and then within the

achieving over 50 dB of gain. The SSPAs are

array environment. Factors contributing to

produced in custom packages on aluminum/

cross-polarization error were identified and

silicon carbide base material for reduced mass

quantified.

W

and efficient thermal dissipation.
Each SSPA is coupled to a microstrip patch
radiating element in the overall module assembly. Other components include isolators, a

PAYLOAD COMPONENTS
& TESTING
The payload of a spacecraft contains the

gain block amplifier, signal monitoring cir-

components that support its communications-

cuitry, and a bias distribution network. As

carrying functions (as opposed to its house-

many as nine SSI'A modules are assembled

keeping functions). Because the spacecraft is

on a single chassis to form a linear antenna ar-

not accessible for repair in geosynchronous

ray. The chassis assemblies are then posi-

orbit, payload components must perform

tioned in parallel to complete the full two-

reliably for about 15 years. SSTD works to de-

dimensional, 69-element radiating surface of

velop highly reliable components with opti-

the active antenna. The modularity of the de-

mum performance characteristics, and to de-

sign enables efficient assembly and may be

sign techniques for testing payload elements

extended to larger apertures for future satel-

in orbit. Each ounce of satellite mass placed in

lite communications systems.

orbit is very expensive; consequently, reduc-

SS I'D has carried the modular approach

0Q

ais
O

c

ing the size and mass of satellite transpon-

forward into the 13FM design.'I'he matrix can

ders, subsystems, and components is crucial

provide eight independently steerable and re-

to decreasing overall subsystem integration

configurable teams for the 69-element,

and spacecraft launch costs.

C-band active phased-array antenna. Its integration approach ensures low-risk, low-cost
assembly, while providing low mass, small
size, high reliability, and state-of-the-art per-

MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
COMSAT has completed a contract with
Alcatel Espace to deliver 80 MMIC, Ku-hand,

formance. Wide bandwidth performance is

1-W SSPA modules for a communications

achieved in all circuits within the BFM, in-

satellite phased-array antenna program. The

cluding the gallium arsenide (GaAs) MMIC

performance uniformity required among all

phase shifter and attenuator.
A series of measurement programs was

modules of the active array necessitated
custom, process-insensitive MMiC designs

performed for INTELSAT using the INTEL-

with DC and RF on-wafer test capability. A

SAT VII and Vlll prototype and flight hard-

computer-controlled system was developed

ware. The components measured were the

for efficient small- and large-signal module-

INTELSAT VII C-spot feed, the INTELSAT VII

level RF measurement and data acquisition

transmit and receive hemi/zone arrays, and an

for each amplifier. The gain flatness for each

engineering prototype of the INTELSAT VIII

SSPA module is within ±0.5 dB across a
SATELLITE & SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES

2-GI Iz band (within a 2-dB window). Other

lems. Development of low-loss switches will

kev performance parameters are a peak PAE

also provide redundancy for LNA outputs

of 30 percent and C /I linearity greater than

and SSPA inputs.

15 dB, which are crucial to successful opera-

SSTD is also developing a small, light-

tion in a multicarrier communications

weight 6/4-GI Iz receiver for satellite applica-

environment.

tions. The receiver is being designed using a

Recently, SSTD was asked to investigate

mix of microwave integrated circuit (MIC)

the satellite transponder SSPA RF overdrive

and MMIC technology to obtain high reliabil-

failure mechanism. When an SSPA is RF-

ity and performance, and to reduce assembly

overdriven into saturation, its output power

and testing costs.

degrades after only a few hundred hours of

A low-cost C-band synthesizer and an

operation-a condition known as "power

L-band phase-locked oscillator (PLO) were

slump." A number of SSPA manufacturers

developed for C-band very small aperture ter-

have experienced the problem in varying

minal (VSAT) outdoor unit applications. One

degrees. The time to the onset of the power

of SSTD's major design goals for the imple-

slump, and the rate of degradation, depend

mentation-minimizing production costs-

on the degree of overdrive. There is no well-

was achieved by choosing a design with a

accepted screening procedure for the failure

mininuim component Count and minimum re-

mechanism, since it cannot be predicted by

quired assembly time, which will provide de-

the conventional high-temperature acceler-

sired electrical performance. The selected con-

ated life test which uses the Arrenhius

figuration was a double-loop phase-locked

equation.

loop in which both loops are phase-locked to

During the Dist two gears, it

SS I'D is investigating the failure mecha-

a stable 10-MHz reference. Both the synthesizer and the PLO are fabricated on a "single

liiulil'e'r of hrolldband MM1C

nism in order to recommend a safe operating

.irt,h' pule, drublc-throb'

condition and to develop a cost-effective

multilayer printed circuit board (PCB). The

do?ISlliit/reteiz'e "twitches hal't'

screening procedure. It has been determined

C-band synthesizer has a tuning step of

heell designed, jubricated, and

that the failure is caused by reverse break-

10 MHz, minimum output power of 10 dBm,

les1ed. ;ln 8-lnr 6 redluldancy

down of the field-effect transistor (FET) Schot-

and phase noise of -93 dBc at 100 kHz offset

switch module was crustructl'il

tky barrier gate under large RI overdrive. In

from the carrier. The L-band PLO has an out-

using eight MA41C trau fer
switch

addition, SSTD has developed a large-signal

put frequency of 1,000 MHz, minimum out-

model to predict the instantaneous gate-drain

put power of 10 dBm, and phase noise of

voltage and breakdown current as a function

-122 dBc at 100 kHz offset from the carrier.

of RF overdrive.
The mass and volume of future satellite

A miniature diplexer is being developed for
COMSAT Mobile Communications (CMC).

payload hardware will be significantly re-

The diplexer uses state-of-the-art miniature

duced by replacing a large number of the

ceramic resonators with high Q to provide

electromechanical switches, used for redun-

low insertion loss within a small volume. An

dancv and signal routing, with electronic

innovative filter circuit was successfully

switches. Currently under development in

implemented in a PCB, which permits largequantity reproduction at reduced cost. The fi-

SSTD's diplexer is a kel/ enablincS1 technolot ij for miniatnrizinN Standard M terminals and Making available a
low- cost, po r table, m obile satellite service terminal.

nal diplexer volume is expected to be more
than one order of magnitude smaller than the
diplexer previously employed. SSTD's diplexer is considered a key enabling technology for miniaturizing Standard M terminals

SSTD are highly reliable, lightweight switches

and making available a low-cost, portable,

with low-loss connectivity and electronic re-

mobile satellite service terminal.

dundancy for onboard satellite applications.

Under a follow-on contract with Alenia

The goal is to develop broadband, low-loss

Spazio, SSTD has designed, fabricated, and

redundancy switch configurations and static

delivered a second in-orbit test transponder

switch matrices for the C- and Ku-hands, em-

(IOTT2), which is to be mounted on the

ploying passive FETs and MMTC technology.

ITALSAT F2 nnlltibeam spacecraft. IOTT1

The use of technology that is compatible with

was part of the ITALSAT Fl spacecraft

hardware on board high-capacity multibeam

launched in January 1991. It is still in use and

satellites will reduce hardware interface prob-

contains what is believed to be the first MMJC

8 SATELLITE & SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES

circuitry ever launched on a communications

straints and avoid costly and time-consuming

satellite.

custom software development, SSTD has fo-

The onboard IOTT has performed success-

cused on building an engineered platform of

fully in space. Typical spacecraft tests are con-

integrated software that is highly reusable

ducted by transmitting a 30-GHz signal from

from one IOT system to another. Reusing and

an earth station and detecting the received

leveraging existing, field-tested, modular soft-

20-GI Iz signal. The tests include flux density,

ware building blocks results in decreased cost

effective isotropically radiated power (EIRI'),

and time to deployment and facilitates the de-

traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) trans-

velopment of turnkey systems.

fer characteristics, and transponder linear

The effectiveness of this approach was

/l lltrMltntzl In-orult tt :si all'
pcr/orilled to dc'tt'rnriric tlrc post

demonstrated during 1993 when SS'fl) de-

&unlclr 'rr ' iu' rradinc^s> of a

signed, assembled, integrated, installed, and

C lillnrlwiCatiurrs Srttellitc, to

amplifiers, lightweight waveguide Ku-band

tested a state-of-the-art automated IOT facility

I1oesti itr illronlctlous 11 lumior,

filters, and electronic power control and

for Hughes Communications for use in testing

MO

combined IOTT telemetry/control circuitry,

its DirecTV'I' direct broadcast satellite.

perfornrallcc duriut flue satcl

gain.
The IOTT incorporates MMIC Ku-band

all designed and fabricated by COMSAT
Laboratories. It bypasses the onboard regen-

The Automated Test System (ATS) performs a large suite of standard JOT measure-

erator and connects the input sections of the

ments, as well as some new tests. The operator

TWTAs, thereby converting the ITALSAT

controls measurement parameters through

digital payload into transparent analog

graphic windows on a bit-mapped color

transponders and allowing full characteriza-

display. With their mouse-oriented, point-

tion of the transponders.

and-click interactive methodology, the user
interface windows are easy to use and opera-

IOT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

tionally flexible. The JOT software executes on

& SYSTEMS

a high-performance engineering workstation

Transponders on communications satellites

with a UNIX operating system that supports

must be tested following successful launch

multiuser/multitasking operation and remote

but prior to entering revenue-generating

control of the IOT equipment over local and

service. For more than 20 years, SSTD has pio-

wide area networks.

neered computer-controlled in-orbit test (1OT)

SSTD is continually enhancing computer-

measurement techniques, and has designed,

controlled microwave measurement tech-

assembled, and installed automated lOT svs-

niques to support the increasing sophistica-

tems for numerous satellite operators, includ-

tion of satellite operators and required system

ing INTELSAT, GTE, S13S, EU I'ELSAI, and

capabilities. During 1993,

Hughes.

new techniques were de-

Satellite operators procuring an automated
IOT system often require the supplier to de-

signed and implemented
to perform a fast gain

sign, fabricate, test, and deliver the system

transfer measurement

against tight schedules. Although IOT systems

and a quadrature phase

must satisfy customer requirements, much of

shift keyed (QPSK)-

their functionality is common across systems.

modulated carrier EIRP

To accommodate operators' schedule con-

measurement.
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SPACECRAFT Bus

cell faces) and therefore reduce their temperature during critical periods of solar ex-

The spacecraft bus is the mechanical

posure. SSTD wanted to determine if the

structure that houses the primary and sec-

same coatings would benefit OSRs, and what

ondary power sources, fuel, and propulsion

changes would be needed to provide ben-

for stationkeeping and attitude control, as

efits at angles near their maximum exposure

well as the thermal control subsystem. SSTD

angle of (iT' from perpendicular. Since the

maintains expertise in these diverse disci-

industry-standard equipment for measuring

plines to support advances in these technolo-

reflectance was not designed to measure at

gies and maximize the performance of in-

such angles, SSTD devised an innovative ap-

orbit subsystems. This expertise is readily

proach that required only minor modifica-

available to INTELSAT and Inmarsat, and is

tion of the equipment to allow simultaneous

marketed to organizations such as NASA,

reflection from two samples at the same

the Department of Defense (DOD), and

angle. The results were remarkable, and ob-

spacecraft prime contractors.

lique angle measurements can now be made
with confidence.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS

Knowledge of the optical properties of

A second problem also involved new
coatings and materials that were being tested
to reduce solar absorption in solar cell cover-

spacecraft components, and the stability of

slides. While the measurements were made

these properties in space, is vital to designing

with incident light close to perpendicular, no

and predicting the performance of communi-

appropriate reflectance standards were

cations satellites. For more than 25 years,

available to provide the required accuracy.

SSTD has maintained a state-of-the-art capa-

In addition, absorption values were very low,

on this test plane ran he elec-

bility to make optical measurements and

approaching the limits of reproducibility.

troninrllrt Characterized tlnrin,^

simulate environmental damage to solar cell

The solution to the oblique-angle measure-

e.vposure to a Ii,lrt beam that ul.-

assemblies, optical solar reflectors (OSRs),

ment problem also provided the answer to

nnrlteht Sirrrnfahs surrli^ht lecel

and other components exposed to solar ultra-

the coverslide problem. SSTD's new double-

iii spacu• it the earth ' s orbit atom

violet or spacecraft contamination environ-

reflection technique permitted the absolute

the snrr. The color filters trans-

ments. While most of the measurements are

measurement of reflectance without the need

mit ti,,ht orrlrt ir:.;rlected retiioiis

routine (having been well-defined over many

for a comparison standard. Furthermore, the

of the solar sp,etrnnl and are

years), recent problems requiring nonroutine

two reflections doubled the sensitivity of the

Used to deterrnine the solar roll

measurements have provided an opportunity

measurement and reduced the effect of sys-

'leetririi1 tiltprlt ill these rr;'ions.

to extend the Division's capabilities and inm-

tematic errors associated with low absorp-

prove the accuracy of its measurements.

tance values.

The first of these challenges was a requirement to measure the reflectance of
OSRs at glancing angles. These reflectors are

These measurements have been important
in determining the use of new components
in both INTELSAT and Inmarsat programs.
SSTD's new optical measurement technique

SSTD's new optical rlleasiirenleiit teehllicjiie is expected
to ... benefit fiiti,lre prograills 171/ eilablirl^ coilipoiiellt and

is expected to be universally accepted and

spacecraft i71aiiii factiirers to ii lore aCCifrateliJ eZYal1117te 11ew

more accurately evaluate new products dur-

products

dl irinc their dez'el opinent an d

integration into

spacecraft desiS

thereby benefit future programs by enabling
component and spacecraft manufacturers to
ing their development and integration into
spacecraft designs.
In addition to the optical measurement of
OSRs and solar cells, SSTD provides full

used as radiators, and thus are kept out of

electrical characterization for solar cells. Ab-

sunlight as much as possible; however, dur-

solute solar intensity calibration is ensured

ing summer and winter solstice, they are ex-

by using primary standard cells that have

posed to sunlight at oblique angles. New coat-

flown on high-altitude balloons and higher

ings had been developed to increase the

altitude rockets, so that measurements can

reflection of the non-useful portion of sunlight

be conducted in sunlight beyond more than

by solar cells that look at the sun as directly as

98 percent of the earth's atmosphere. An

possible (i.e., sunlight is perpendicular to the

unusually well-collimated and optically

10 SATELLITE & SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES

flitttcrrt capaciht

matched solar simulator uses these standard
cells to set the output intensity for the level

has irtc ri'av'd

8000

st,niltcarrtlu front

of sunlight in geostationarv orbit. Solar cells
exposed to this illumination will respond ex-

generatiotr to

6000

t;encratieu of

actly as they would initially in space. However , in space they would he damaged by the

cornnnntications
4000

^atPtlitr°c.

radiation and solar ultraviolet light to which
they are exposed.

2000

Most testing of environmental damage requires only relative measurements to determine the percent of degradation in material

0

or electrical properties . 1-lowever, reproduc-

INTFI SAT Sate lites

ibility and a well-characterized environment
are critical, since some of the effects observed

0 Cylindrical Ni-Cd

0 Prismatic Ni -Cd 0 Ellipsoid Ni-H2

are small.
NI-H2 CPV TELEMETRY METHODS
ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERY
DEVELOPMENT

& PROCESSOR CIRCUIT

Development of the Ni-H2 common pres-

Nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) and nickel-

sure vessel (CPV) hatterv has emphasized the

hydrogen (Ni-H2) battery technologies con-

need to access individual cell voltages and cir-

tinue to be subjects of intense scrutiny. The

cuitrv to obtain telemetry data . By analyzing

site and sophistication of satellite batteries-

these data and altering the way in which the

especially of Ni-H2 batteries, which COMSAT

battery is manage(l, the life of a CPV battery

Labs invented and perfected in 1983-have

can he e\tendcd.

changed considerably over time. During
1993, SSTI) investigated the capacity fading
of Ni-11, cells with extended storage, the performance decrease in Ni-Cd cells due to the
negative-limited condition, positive plate
active material utilization, and the use of ra-

The size and sophistication of satellite batteriesespecially of Ni-H-) batteries, which COMSAT Labs
invented and perfected in 1983-have changed
considerably over time.

diative calorimetry and destructive physical
analysis for battery evaluation.
Storage-related capacity fading in Ni-H7

SSTD has developed a method for accessing the individual cells in a CPV battery to

cells was investigated using various analyti-

transmit cell voltage signals to a telemetry

cal techniques, including determination of re-

processor circuit (TPC). This method of con-

sidual charged active material in a discharged

nection can he realized in a design that is

plate and thermogravimetric analysis of posi-

lightweight yet rugged, and is compatible

tive active material. Results showed that the

with the small clearances between the cells.

phenomenon is attributable to dehydration
of positive active material and conversion to

A reliable, lightweight, and efficient TPC
has also been designed for this application,

a new phase which contains less water in the
Cell Protection
Thermistor

interstices. Potential sweep voltammetry was
used to extend the positive plate deactivation
study to cycled plates and plates which

Aluminized r' Aluminized
Mylar Rad:atinq Mylar
Surface

showed anomalous capacity at low tempera-

Destrtrcti.'e pttlvsi-

tures (e.g., °C).

cal artalttsis is pertornnel for ;atitons

The destructive physical analysis of Ni-Cd

rea.etts iiteludino

cells indicated a higher carbonate content in
a group of cells manufactured for flight. The

illuc>tt in!t toll of

cells did not show any evidence of separator

auorttrtlotts pcrtor-

decomposition, which is the major source

intartee. eeriric t!iorr

of carbonate, and there was no increase in
precharge. The higher carbonate was ultimat ely att ributed to conta m in ated electrode

of ape, ification.,

components.

Thermocouple Location
Near Side
• Far Side

rnul iL'alliatunt ut
iti a dc^r^{rtti and
cnrnponentt>.
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and a breadboard version was successfully

SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS

tested. Since the TPC is located within the

& MECHANISMS

CPV and powered by the battery, its power
Asbestos

aging Ni-Cd batteries on the oldest INTEL-

multiplexes cell voltage data, along with bat-

SAT V spacecraft prompted a thermal analy-

tery temperature and pressure signals, into

sis of the communications and service mod-

one serial stream, thus simplifying processing

ules. The design configuration calls for some

by the spacecraft telemetry system.

number of available TWTAs to be operating.

Several different methods for transmitting

Zircar &
Asbestos .
105 115 125 135
Utilization (%)
■ Plate Utilization

■ Cell Utilization

The inability to return a full charge to the

consumption must be very low. The circuit

Prior to the autumnal eclipse season of 1993,

telemetry data from inside the CPV were ex-

fewer than this number of TWTAs were in

amined in detail. It was found that the most

use on each of the two spacecraft. Even at

effective approach was to simply add an

these low operating levels, the capacities of

extra feedthrough port to the CPV battery,

the lowest battery on each spacecraft would

since pressure vessel seals have become very

be exceeded by more than 130 percent dur-

reliable.

ing maximum eclipse. Therefore, it was imperative that the mininium power Configura-

in the ca,,-c , of Ni-H, celL,, destructi ve ph1/sica! anal1/sis indicated

COMMAND & CONTROL
The continuing evolution of radiation-

tion be determined during both sunlit
operation and eclipse.
Thermal models of both spacecraft were

shat the coefficient of pusitne

hardened microprocessor technology has al-

plate actice material utilization is

lowed more functions to be handled by it sat-

prepared for the various configurations they

higher in cells containing 1100

ellite processor. A satellite bus architecture

had experienced in orbit, and the results

la1/ers of Zir•car'`', or one laver of

now can be simplified by replacing discrete

were compared with flight data to deter-

%hear'" and one faller- of fue!-

electronics hardware with software running

mine the offsets to be applied to the various

ec'll-^:radc asbestos, compared to

on a microprocessor. In addition, increased

units. The combination of thermal analysis

cells with one tat/er of asbestos.

onboard processing power will enable satel-

and flight data with the thermal test and

lites to operate more autonomously, thus sim-

flight experience acquired on more than

plifying ground station operation. SSTD uses

10 satellite programs led to minimum pre-

a microprocessor test bed to investigate vari-

dictions for the communications model that

ous advanced processor technologies and

were within 2'C of actual. It was also dem-

computer architectures for satellite applica-

onstrated that reductions in the number of

tions. State-of-the-art radiation-hardened com-

communications payload transponders

ponents and a novel redundancy architecture

posed no danger to the service module.

were combined to implement a small, lightweight, high-performance, space-qualified
satellite processor design.
SSTD's investigation of neural networks

PROPAGATION STUDIES
Most of SSTD's propagation studies address such areas as tropospheric effects on

for satellite command and control is now fo-

earth-space propagation, propagation mea-

cused on diagnosing dynamic faults in the at-

surement systems, propagation impairment

titude control system of a three-axis-stabilized

amelioration techniques, and mobile-satellite

satellite by functional representation, reason-

propagation issues.

ing, and the interpretation of sensor patterns.

As part of Inmarsat's Project 21 effort to
develop satellite-supported omnidirectional

State -0f the -art 1'adiat10ll-har dened COIYlpOllelItS alld a
novel r edi( lldaliCi/ architCCtllre Uk'rf' c0111ltil led to ilr2plelriellt a small, lightueilit, Iligli- perforinaiice, space-

handheld communications systems, SSTD in-

qualified satellite processor desiTrl.

satellites was measured and the data were

vestigated the behavior of propagation channels. The signal strength of L-band carrier
signals delivered by one of the Inmarsat-2
analyzed and modeled. The study consid-

Using both supervised and unsupervised neu-

ered ground reflections, tree shadowing, the

ral paradigms, SSTD is developing a modular

effects of satellite motion due to inclined or-

system that will work in real time in conjunc-

bit, and interference from the user's body.

tion with a larger, ground-based conventional
expert system. The overall system uses satel-

Low-elevation-angle propagation effects
become important in regard to operating

lite telemetry for system diagnosis, rectifica-

inclined-orbit satellites and extending their

tion, and control.

coverage area, both of which can bring

12 SATELLITE & SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES

economic benefits to satellite operators. In
this context, SSTD undertook an INTELSATsponsored study to investigate low-elevationangle effects at frequencies between 10 and
15 Cl Iz. As a result, new propagation models were developed to predict the fading
caused by cloud, melting layer, and tropospheric clear-air phenomena. In addition, a
measurement system has been in operation
for over a year, collecting data by means of a
C-band beacon signal at an elevation angle
of 2°.
SSTD has successfully developed a hybrid beacon/ radiometer system in which the
beacon receiver and radiometer share the
same propagation path and RF front end, including the antenna . This arrangement results in significant cost savings. The radionmeter is based on the Dicke switching
principle. A high degree of temperature

DESIGN & FABRICATION CENTER

regulation of the radiometer system components and careful timing of the Dicke

IN SUPPORT OF ITS TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES, SSTD'S MODERN. WELL-EQUIPPED

switching rate enable the otherwise incom-

DESIGN AND FABRICATION CENTER MANUFACTURES PRECISION-MACHINED PARTS

patible systems to coexist on the same RF

AND ASSEMBLIES. PART SIZES RANGE FROM A FEW THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

paths. Three beacon/radiometer systems

WITH A TOLERANCE OF 0.0001 IN., TO LARGE PARTS UP TO 15 FEET IN LENGTH

were built in 1993. All operate at Ka-hand

AND WEIGHING OVER A THOUSAND POUNDS.

frequencies and are capable of receiving 19and 27-GHz beacon signals from NASA's

WITH THE MODERN. NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED MULTI-AXIS MACHINES IN GEN-

Advanced Communications Technology Sat-

ERAL. AND SPECIFICALI..Y THE WIRE ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINE. MICROMIN-

ellite (ACTS).

IATURE MACHINE PARTS ARE BECOMING COMMONPLACE. DURING 1 993. YAG

ACTS provides an excellent opportunity
to study propagation issues and develop the

(YTTRIUM ALUMINUM GARNET) LASER WELDING WAS USED IN MANUFACTURING
MICROWAVE FEEDS FOR OUTSIDE CUSTOMERS AND PRECISION PARTS FOR THE

system concepts required for commercial ex-

MEDICAL INDUSTRY ,

ploitation of the 20/30-GI 1z frequency hand.

CERAMIC SUBSTRATES USED IN MICROWAVE CIRCUITS.

THE LASER ALSO PERFORMED COST-EFFECTIVE

DRILLING OF

Toward this end, SSTD is undertaking studies of propagation measurements (including

THE ABOVE

site diversity), uplink power control, wide-

WELDING AN

area diversity, and advanced networking

ING APPLICATION

concepts. The first three experiments are

OF MOTION.

PHOTOGRAPHS SHOW THE VERSATILITY OF THE LASER HERMETICALLY
ALUMINUM HOUSING WITH MICROCIRCUITS INSTALLED. THIS WELDUSES THREE OF THE FOUR

SIMULTANEOUSLY CONTROLLED AXES

sponsored by NASA, and the fourth by
INTFLSAT. Both the wide-area diversity
and advanced networking studies seek to

SATELLITE SYSTEMS STUDIES

take advantage of the finite size of rain cells
to combat the rain fading that affects VSAT
networks operating in metropolitan areas.
Rain fading is a limiting factor at Ku-hand

SSTD's experts conduct system engineering tradeoff studies for emerging satellite
systelns. Top-level conceptual studies provide

frequencies, and most Ku-band satellite

information on the cost and performance of

links in heavy rainfall regions are expected

these advanced systems.

to use uplink power control to increase uplink (only) availability. A power control system capable of controlling up to 12 IF carriers was developed in 1993. The prototype
unit built to test and validate the design fea-

ACTIVE NONLINEAR DEVICES FOR RFI
SUPPRESSION IN RADIO & SATELLITE
SYSTEMS

In 1993, SSTD focused on developing

tures a complete user interface and remote

and implementing an improved broadband

control capability.

interference-reduction circuit to reduce radio
SATELLITE

&

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES 13

frequency interference (RFI). The circuit, called

RF Output
A

a biased inverting limiter (BIL), performs a
voltage-variable nonlinear 1/0 function. It can
RF Input

lake a communications channel with interference several orders of magnitude stronger
than the desired carrier (an interference-towanted-carrier ratio, I/C, of tens of dB) and
greatly reduce the interference without distorting the desired carrier. The use of the 131L
therefore reduces by tens of dB the amount of

fht' principle of operation of the

modulation immunity (offered by such tech-

Mascd iurerli,i Iinlih'r (B1L)

niques as handspreading or coding) normally

omit/ III' e,vpiaitn'd in t'r'ims of

needed when operating in a high-RFI envi-

"eguii'altwt gain": Fo an infer-

ronment. Increased channel bit rate capacity

fi'r'cncc si,cnal, the eguiralent

and reduced transmitter power result from

'd in1pro7'enlt'ut'. o( III) to 35 (111' in

Qalll is i'c1'IJ 107?', 70nl,' a srrr111!

this favorable tradeoff. Unlike notch filtering,

! t'/ si"IM71 -!o'n0i1t' i-otto.

wonfed si,'rml added to !hc inter-

the new approach is broadband and does not

fert'iitt' eVperiel7 Ces 17 ntn;il!trtl1/

rely on differentiating signals on the basis of

lri,th 'girt. The point at 7r1Nr/i

their spectral properties.

INMARSAT PROJECT 21

Two prototype BIL circuits were designed,

the etjuivalent ;;airy is set in flit'

crfectiiw

During 1992, COMSAT Laboratories car-

built, and tested using successive generations

ried out extensive systems studies on the

of emitter-coupled logic. The first prototype

three unique space segment configurations

tional to flue shcnt th of time 111i-

had an effective operating range from DC to

that have the potential to provide personal

u•11lited si;nal.

30 NMHz, while the second works to well

handheld voice communications: low earth

above 100 MHz. Preliminary testing has been

orbit (LEO), intermediate circular orbit (ICO),

performed on the second, faster prototype.

and geostationary earth orbit (GEO). Inmarsat

With sinusoidal test signals, as much as 35 dB

was directed by its signatories to continue

of effective S/N improvement was achieved.

these studies with the spacecraft industry,

With two devices in hand, cascading becomes

with the goal of choosing the most efficient

possible and should lead to even greater

orbit.

131L is dclerntined ht/ tart' i'tir•ivhle
w indow." u-1111 - it iN se! fin1/Itn'-

In 1993, to support these studies and arrive

improvements.

at an independent view on the subject, and to
BEFORE NONLINEAR PROCESSING

0

focus on one particularly attractive solution,
the Laboratories was directed by COMSAT

pi C

Mobile Communication,, to develop a geosta-

N.I

A before-and-after to> f of an irl-

tionarv L-hand satellite design that would

tt'rtcnn,' S-.Mbit; s hint t,' 1'' K

support the existing Inmarsat services
-40

signal added to a wanted I=M

--) 14-1 MHz Offset

personal handheld communications service

0l1,1i,'r of btirjwi,ltIi 200 kl1_..
Note th,7f flit' iiitcrfert',i t' ii 'tic

(Inmarsat-P) envisaged for Project 21. This

I/C = 10 dB
TT/N=12cB
FM Modulation

10 dB s!roui er tort/'I„'ch-allt/
oaerlapped the n'anfed si^rrtrl. At

8

combined-service GEO-C satellite has the
potential to provide significant system and

18

the 13IL output, I/ie iutertrreucr

business advantages for Inmarsat it a cost-

Frequency (MH7)

is r't'iluceti to the saint order of

AFTER NONLINEAR PROCESSING

effective design can he realized.
The Laboratories' study began by follow-

it 1,i;,Ili tude as 11;e backN r'otnrd

ing the Project 21 communications system as-

110r>e lt't)i'ili` flit' oi'i i i7f ear?Yt'1',
tiloli a 'it11 art iiilcrtuOduti7tinu

IM

sumptions and mobile link margin of 7 dB.
These translate into a satellite antenna of ap-

si,yrlal of t'gnal power 01111 (1 1VI".11
ninth iiitproi'cd test-tone-to-

(Inmarsat-A, -13, -C, Aero, and -N1) and the

I + Noise

0
C

proximately 7.5-m diameter, generating

itoise rolh' (TT,A). ,Nofe tliat a

150 spot beams to cover the global field of

n'iii i' ltiolial notch tiltcr does

view. For efficient routing of the individual

itol work iii flies -,itualion !'ec11nsc tht' interference and late

carriers to the appropriate spot beams, and to

I/C 'OdE
-80 TT'N

irautcd Carrier 11111'1' oi'criapping
spech'ti.
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realize minimum C-band feeder-link band-

F.i Modu.,n

8

18
Frequency (MHz!,

width, digital processors and beam-forming
technologies were also assumed. In addition,

particular attention was paid to minimizing

Link analyses were conducted to derive the

the cross interference between the existing

overall traffic handling capability of a tran-

services and lnmarsat-l' service signal levels.

sponder, measured in terms of megabits per

Overall payload and satellite mass/power

second of throughput.

models were developed and compared to existing INTELSAT and Inmarsat spacecraft.

Once the link performance parameters
were established, frequency coordination and
interference problems that might occur when

COMMERCIAL SATELLITE

PSS transponders are used by mobile termi-

COMMUNICATIONS INITIATIVES

nals were investigated. The results of the

The Commercial Satellite Communications

analyses led to the selection of small earth sta-

Initiatives (CSCI) program is being sponsored

tions for mobile applications, in combination

by the U.S. Government to investigate ex-

with spread-spectrum modulation to mitigate

panding the use of commercial satellite com-

potential off-axis emission.

munications systems to meet current and pro-

An important objective of this work was to

jected DOD communications requirements.

demonstrate that commercial satellites using

COMSAT Laboratories provided engineering

C-band frequencies and providing global com-

support for the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS)

munications (e.g., via INTFI.SAT satellites)

and Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) system ar-

could be employed to deliver broadband sig-

chitectures that were developed for the CSCI

nals to mobile terminals in ways which would

program.

not interfere with the primary FSS allocation.

SSTD provided system engineering and

The study focused on the INTELSAT VII se-

conducted tradeoff studies to determine the

ries, but other regional or global commercial

feasibility of using existing commercial FSS

satellite systems may work as well or better if

assets, such as INTELSAT satellites, to satisfy

the beams are more concentrated. INTELSAT

capacity and coverage requirements for DOD

satellites have an advantage in that their

satellite communications via mobile plat-

coverage beams tend to favor international

forms, including aeronautical, land mobile,

connectivity, which is very useful for these

and maritime platforms. Typical coverage

purposes. A global beam provides coverage of

patterns and satellite characteristics were ex-

more than one-third of the earth's surface;

amined for the case where mobile terminals

hemispheric beams cover about one-sixth of

with small antennas communicate with a

the earth; and zone beams cover about

land-based hub station in a star configuration.

one-twelfth.
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COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY

THE COMMUNICATIONS

VIDEO & IMAGE PROCESSING

TECHNOLOGY DIVISION (CTD)

VIDEO COMPRESSION
AT COMSAT LABORATORIES
FOCUSES ON THE COMMUNI-

COMSAT Laboratories has extensive expe-

as picture format, motion estimation, and
packetized transmission.

CATIONS ASPECTS OF THE

rience in transmitting high -quality video via

END ._ _IRCUITCON-

satellite . Many years ago, the Labs concephr

prove the efficiency of HDT"V transmission

alized time-multiplexed television ('I MTV)

via satellite. The lower bandwidth require-

NEC

■

1_.I.ISION RE-

Digital video compression can also im-

SEA- LVELOPMENT

transmission and developed a compact proto-

ment of digitally compressed I IDTV permits

ENCOM :.-_CE TRANSMIS-

type cod cc to achieve efficient video transmis-

earth station antenna size and satellite power

SION. VIDEO. AND VOICE

sion . TMTV equipment is capable of transmit-

to be reduced. Most I lI)TV compression algo-

FREQUENCY BAND PROCESS-

ting two broadcast-quality video signals in a

rithms face a stringent high-speed processing

ING: SYSTEMS SIMULATION;

single 36-MHz transponder. Due to recent ad-

requirement; however, COMSAT Laboratories

AND SY_. . _ _ .'._YSIS AND

vances in video processing technology and

has developed a subband system that circum-

high-speed hardware, digital video compres-

vents this problem and increases coding effi-

ITS CO r,T _)GE IN

sion has demonstrated the potential to

ciency as well.

SATELLIIL

squeeze even more TV signals into a single

SYNTHE'-

■

'-IAINTAIN

-1-: : LJ NI CATIONS.

CTD EMPLOYS ADVANCED

satellite transponder, as discussed below.

ing both subband processing and SVQ. In this

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

DIGITAL HDTV & TV COMPRESSION
ARCHITECTURES AND TECHNOLOGIES TO REALIZE LOWER

Under contract with NASA, COMSA'l developed a proof-of-concept prototype employ-

Simplified vector quantization (SVQ)-an

system, four-hand subband processing was
applied to the luminance signal, and motion-

EQUIPMENT COSTS AND

efficient compression algorithm invented at

compensated SVQ was subsequently applied

IMPROVED TRANSMISSION

COMSAT Labs-currently serves as the core

to the horizontally low and vertically low (I_L)

technology for digital high-definition televi-

hand. I lardware developed to estimate the bit

L--F CIENCY AND QUALITY.

■ T IEE ARCHITECTURES AND

sion (I IDTV) and TV compression systems.

rate for the LL band and display the results

TECHNOLOGIES ARE EN-

SVQ features a high compression ratio, mod-

confirms the prediction of earlier software

HANCED BY THE EXTENSIVE

erate encoder complexity, and a simple de-

simulations that nearly distortion-free I IDTV

USE OF DIGITAL SIGNAL

coder. To transmit digital TV signals in a

compression can be achieved at hit rates from

PROCESSING TECHNIQUES,

bandwidth-efficient manner, the Laboratories

27 to 55 Mbit/s. This codec is ideal for 1-HDTV

developed a codec system that uses the SVQ

transmission at the DS-3 rate of 45 Mbit/s.

algorithm in conjunction with motion estimation and compensation, and variable-length

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS & VIDEO

coding. For applications in fixed-rate channels

SYSTEMS

subject to transmission errors, the codec incor-

Interactivity will be the key to successful

porates packetization, forward error correc-

video distribution systems of the future.

tion (FEC), and buffer control. The encoder

Growth in interactive capabilities is being

and decoder have relatively low complexity

spurred by technologies such as video com-

and can be sized compactly for production.

pression, audio compression , networking, and

Various video sources, from sports to mov-

digital switching , as well as by innovations in

ies, were tested on a prototype SVQ-based

the development of graphical user interfaces.

codec, and high-quality video suitable for

CID is actively contributing to this growth

broadcast network distribution was demon-

through development efforts with both

strated at between 12 and 16 Mbit/s. The

COMSAT Video Enterprises and On Com-

codec has many of the system attributes re-

mand Video.

quired by the emerging Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG)-2 video standard, such

Recently , in association with On Command
Video , CTD developed a digital Interactive

Right: CTD has dt' ' fnfled n hr(' r es! (DMA
trnu^ceI;'er fnr nor in 11111ntahle ^ntellih^ cUMIFlnFlirlrtinn

trrnrinel . ! fell, a C l /) em;ineer tests the

0e00rmmitI. ( If the tranSccwtT.
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W,

L

A

Graphics and Video System (IGVS) for use in
hotels. This system is one of the initial steps in
transforming the hotel industry into an important component of the National Information Infrastructure. It clears the way for interactivity
by creating a distributed parallel processing
environment. At the head end, each guest is
dynamically assigned a graphics and video
hoard I l l/( )W-4

processor which allows instant personalized

his

graphics and improved resolution, and serves

fslani

as an access point for digital video and im-

oi, as will as ^i rent;' tl^ nit access

ages. The IGVS also eases navigation through

001 m u ! r111ESc.S.

itttcrac!ii'e i611 )1111.'

pcrsona/hetl

and PVdeo

^iajilncs r71rd rltpro 'cd ,e'tllit-

pout

to do it it

the service and entertainment offerings of the
On Command Video system by enabling in-

correlated, and this correlation can be mod-

room electronic catalog shopping, requesting

eled by simple linear regressions linking the

concierge services, and improved selection

intensities of collocated pixels in different

menus. On Command Video is currently inte-

bands . This knowledge led (T D engineers to

grating the TGVS into its existing system.

develop a 1ow -complexity spectral compres-

Based on the success of the IGVS develop-

sion technique which can be combined with

ment, CTD is now directing its efforts toward

standard spatial compression methods such

innovative products and services for the

as vector quantization or the discrete cosine

marketplace. The current focus is on the effec-

transform to provide high compression ratios

Abo ve : Th e

tive transport of digitally compressed video

with little degradation in image quality.

TV protot t/pc /used on Io7t-

and data, based on internationally accepted

While the simplicity of the technique makes it

io111plc.u'ifu Simplified 7'cc tn7

standards such as MPEG and MPEG-2. Areas

particularly attractive for onboard implemen-

g1(011tiZ17ti0I1 ! cihtotn'y !m' hicft

of development include conditional access,

tations, the algorithm can also be used effec-

Shown to iWilic'i'c' tea hroai/cirrt

video encryption, compressed video format

tively to compress ground - based multispec-

conversion, and HDTV.

tral data archives.

MULTISPECTRAL IMAGE COMPRESSION

works with blocks of pixels , it is highly adapt-

lit ii at t7 fracticm of tht' hr7lyd-

Because the new compression scheme

icidtlr of cot.'cttioti71 nail!
httrr'mis5ion . Bc'10711 : Thi di^.ptol

The Laboratories is expanding its area of

able to variations in terrain . First, two anchor

imlr(inrillfed with ot) the-shelf

expertise to include image processing. Under

bands are chosen and compressed with high

iortpnrrintS, ii'' 'rthhnrrd pro-

a contract with the U.S. Defcmt:' I andsat Pro-

fidelity, using spatial compression . T he an-

1110TV proot-ot-iortit'pt sr /SIctlf,

ces;illg to inrrt' tlSt' (,oil

gram Office, COMSAT has

chor bands are then decompressed and used

pr&SSioll clfii ie11C•1/ and

developed novel techniques

to predict the intensities of the blocks of the

1711ei•itlti hi;1i-:171-ed

for lossless and lossv com-

other bands, employing a simple linear pre-

iotr1putatioi iI regtirr

pression of remotely sensed

diction model . The resulting prediction error

nrvt!S, The ;l/Stein ha<

multispectral images. These

in each band is then spatially compressed.

1011tnstrt7ted

images of the earth are col-

Since the prediction error has much lower en-

tear transparent

lected in different optical

ergy than the original band, it requires fewer

gratinlt at hit mutes

bands by sensors on board

bits for transmission . Computer simulations

het iocen 27 nand

low-earth-orbit spacecraft.

of several types of multispectral imagery have

55 M itis, i'Itic h

Future high-resolution inn-

shown that the CTD-developed compression

is idct7l tor sotel

aging sensors, such as those

technique is virtually lossless in terms of vi-

aboard the Advanced Land

sual quality, even at compression ratios as

Remote Sensing Satellite

high as 40:1.

(Landsat-8) to be launched
early in the 21st century,

data integrity is crucial , and minor distortion

will generate enormous

introduced by lossy compression cannot be

amounts of data that will

tolerated. For these applications, lossless com-

require onboard compres-

pression can reduce the amount of data that

sion for efficient transmis-

must be stored or transmitted . Based on earlier

sion to earth in real time.

work on lossy compression , CTD engineers

The images in different
optical bands are highly
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In applications such as medical imagery,

developed a very powerful lossless multispectral compression scheme which uses

Magnified portions of a nrilltisl'c'itral image of an airfield which
1w,4 been compressed a1 4!):1
tisiiic, spectral i oinpresion in
corijuntfioll with discrete cosine
tiaii ft rul. 'lie three-band coinposife

of flit' ori,yina! (Irft)

M0 conrl»t'sst'd;deconiprt'ssed
Iri hk) inur,c 's

inter/intraband differential pulse-coded
modulation (DPCM) in combination with a

are;'irtr

Ullhl

CDMA PROCESSOR
A major area of research for CTD has been

two-dimensional, higher-order conditional

the application of direct-sequence spread

entropy coding technique. This predictive

spectrum code-division multiple-access

compression technique is pixel-by-pixel adap-

(DS-CDMA) technology to satellite-based mo-

tive, and therefore more powerful than the

bile and personal communications. ('DMA of-

block-adaptive method. The higher-order en-

fers many features that are of particular ad-

tropy coding technique exploits the lower-

vantage in a fading mobile satellite link,

and higher-order correlation between the

including relative immunity to frequency-

DPCM residual-image pixels to further com-

selective fading, graceful degradation with ca-

press the data. Simulation results indicate that

pacity overuse, and the ability to he "over-

higher-order DPCM can provide compression

laid" with other narrowhand carriers to con-

pl"ocr'.S:Ui' iillplc'int'ntation fifs on

ratios almost twice those obtained using con-

serve valuable spectrum. CTD research efforts

ono' (it/ V,V11 !'u cart!, shown

ventional methods. Higher-order DPCM is ex-

have included detailed system designs, link

aboi'r.

pected to be very useful in archiving and dis-

budgets, power and frequency control issues,

tributing multispectral data.

interference issues, overall system capacities,

MOBILE & PERSONAL
COMMUNICATIONS
MOBILE SATELLITE LINK AVAILABILITY
CTD has analyzed the service availability
of geosynchronous satellite constellations designed to provide telephony service to handheld terminals. In a recent study, three candidate constellations of four, five, and six
equally spaced geosynchronous satellites
were evaluated. The study assessed and compared the ability of these satellite constellations to provide coverage in environments
where shadowing and blockage are likely,
and defined the variability of coverage for users in different locations around the world.
Computer models of specific environments
were used to determine the percentage of area
over which communications could he main-

('tnirlnlt'r tlnrdlhis it'as used to dt'It'n iiiinc flit, areas of littpotlit'tical ilrbirli linithcal't's wlrit'li

tained with a geosynchronous constellation,

went' bha ked from a direct lint-t'f-sh;ht i'icw of tht',,t'''of rt'ln'tuinn: atrllitt', tl'r'; of

assuming that diversity would be used when

llantlhcld terminals in flit' 11114rded arras ( ,ill? aheaits connnIIHiciih' will, the satellite , while

multiple satellites were visible.

1t8er< ill tilt, gliiidrd re:',ltli1 lllil.+t itiOi't' to 011 itir,4latlt'tl rt',,^htli.
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in a joint effort with SS / Loral, the Labora-

it hove : CDII t A processor

required transponder bandwidths, call signal-

de<i it hlr'e-ti ,ated !itl CTD

ing, public switched telephone network inter-

tories studied SNG system architectures for

inchtdi' this onhoard processor

facing, and implementation tradeoffs.

INTELSAT in order to recommend the de-

for i'i'i(i ' a nd
tioll< 1'ia

a

unto

eolillintrlrca-

low - 'urth-r'rl'it tiRte'!-

lite. Carefitl

rl tt',,tion oats

giaen

CTD has successfully translated this research effort into working CI)MA processor

signs that best meet SNG service objectives.
The study included frequency band selection,

boards for use as the IF/baseband sections of

modulation and multiple-access formats,

portable CDMA terminals. User interfaces in-

earth segment considerations , and spacecraft

qualified or - gllalifiahle conlpo-

clude 4.8-kbit/s encoded voice, variable data

implementation considerations . Specifically,

Ileilt<. To Ininhni_e the 3i =e unit

rates up to 4.8 kbit/s, and store-and-forward

the shady assessed the suitability of the Ku-

co<t of this proiu"eit) '. st/<tenr

facsimile. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK)

and Ka-bands for SNG remote uplinks, opti-

Ir adeotts were made for tilt,

modulation with convolutional rate 2/3 FFC

mised transmission schemes, compared tran-

pscitilorvtndo ln noise Code It'll 'i/t

is used, and the baseband signal is spread

sponder architectures for SNG services, and

over a 10-MHz bandwidth. By including a

defined requirements for an SNG add-on

suitable RF front end, two types of terminals

spacecraftpayload package.

to

the a Taulah ilitil of space-

error

t O Zito, int'i -hallisilt, and

inrhlerlli'ntatrnn c nnlde.uity.

are feasible: a complete C-hand portable ter1

minal with hub-and-spoke communications,
operating with INTELSAT V satellites and
INTELSAT A/B hubs; and a Ku-band portable terminal with mesh communications capability. Several key technologies, including
low-hit-rate voice coding, flat plate antennas,
and advanced signal processing techniques,
were incorporated in the system design.
SATELLITE NEWSGATHERING

Satellite newsgathering ( SN(-,) service is
expected to become a major market for
INTELSAT in the near future. As the demand
QPSK FDMA
OPSK-FDMA-AGC
OPSK-FDMA- up-OBR

for SNG increases, INTELSAT should be able
to provide this service to customers in a cost-

OPSK-TDMA-OBR
TV-FM

effective and reliable manner . SNG service

- - - TV-FM-AGC

involves the transmission of real - time pro-

OPSK-TDMA
QPSK-TDMA-AGC

gramming from small transportable earth
10

2

4

6

EbiNo(dB)

10

stations at news sites , via satellite, to a broad-

20

SNG Earth Station Uplink
HPA Power (dBW)

cast center where it is integrated into broadcast programming . The remote earth stations

Bit error ratio r1tV RI p'rfilrnunicc

used for SNG must he easily transportable,

F lie relationship !'i'ta'eeit tilt' irplitti irlutr in and tilt'

Ii'<i results !or. !11c Cl )M.4 pro-

operating costs must be relatively low, and

S1'(_. ian-tlr ^hltiorr '< lri';lr-po:rrr arriplifi'r !1l1'.^l) si e

ct^;>or at 11 loopbirc k inil it'ate less

operation should be able to be initiated on

I. shit',, filla :vlri,'tii of M11111lllc

Ilrarr 1.1)-dB tipleii'rltation lo«

demand, with as few operating restrictions as

nc c(-, frti-lnat<.

,it PI R< front l() 2 14t 111 1

possible.

protect iii milt futile for a git','u HPJ1 sic.

I'1rt' ill)pernhi t

r Itr,'i" Offer flit' ,Frost

SPEECH & FACSIMILE
PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT EVALUATION
Due to its world-renowned expertise in
digital circuit multiplication equipment
(CME) technology, CTD's Voiceband Processing Department was approached by two major CME manufacturers to conduct an impartial evaluation of transmission performance
over their respective facsimile transmission

Telephone Network Simulator

equipment (FTE). Although the two companies are direct and fierce competitors in the

Tl;' CML test 1'cd ill, hill's i m;datcd ';l'rrt l; anld tat auuuule It'adill"', rrl;nnrcl try tmitl

development and installation of advanced

L11iou fCf1:1S1 rr;itsi, + ,01,11 a> l,r,l 'i>ion, to i+rjcrt siln;laled LN'7'I l..tiAI mtt' rn+'diate

CME, both companies chose COMSAT to con-

lata rate IIDRI t.l;nn;-1 i'it j+;:! 1!+nr^t c? tor,.

duct the performance evaluations.
The CME under test was interfaced with
an automated facsimile generator and analysis tool which permits more than 1,200 fac-

over COMSAT Mobile Communications land
earth stations (LESs).
The STU-III certification platform permits

simile pages to he transmitted and analyzed

lnmarsat-M mobile earth stations (MESs) and

in real time, per day. This highly sophisticated

LES terminal manufacturers who have equip-

test function permits a large number of fac-

ped their terminals with the STU-III secure

simile pages to be carefully analyzed without

voice service to be certified by COMSAT in

risk of human error.

accordance with established U.S. Government

Facsimile transmission performance is

procedures. By monitoring the STU-III proto-

typically measured over the CME test bed by

col sequences and analyzing the associated re-

evaluating facsimile image quality and call

sponses from the MES and LES terminals un-

completion rate under a variety of terrestrial

der type-approval, COMSAT is able to verify

channel and satellite channel degradations.

all elements of the complex communications

These include terrestrial echo return loss, tail

protocol prior to its commercial release into

circuit impairments, satellite transmission

the lnmarsat-M system. This flexibility makes

delay, and satellite channel bit and burst

the certification platform uniquely adaptable

errors.

to the needs of fixed and mobile terminal

Along the same lines, CI•D's Subjective
Speech Evaluation facility was elected by the
Telecommunications Industry Association

manufacturers, and has accelerated the successful deployment of this service.

ftft' -.Am

The STU-111 certification platform and the

!'1;° 7'l't onnnrnnt tltiitn. hld+rs

(TIA) to act as the host facility and listening

LES secure voice service were natural exten-

to A^rnriation i. ;sin; CTP's

laboratory for the evaluation and ultimate se-

sions of the STU-III Secure Protocol devel-

tiu! t'utu' I rml rial ;>ll I- 'a c ilih/ to

lection of the codec to be incorporated into the

oped by CTD in 1992. Through both of these

t`f'alunit' i'a170;ti luRl1-nlf' 101CC

half-rate traffic channel for the time-division

advances, COMSAT Laboratories made sig-

rtkl'cs tin. use

multiple access (TDMA) digital cellular stan-

nificant contributions to the rapid and suc-

il l,ital r'll l) l 11 systcr;.

dard. Throughout both the CME and subjec-

cessful deployment of a unique STU-111 secure

tive evaluations, COMSAT Laboratories dem-

communications service into the commercial

onstrated its ability to provide a professional

lnmarsat-M satellite system market.

it;

fl;' 7 L)MA

environment for the unbiased evaluation of
highly sophisticated communications equip-

486 Personal Computer

ment in preparation for its introduction into
TIGER-30

the commercial marketplace.
STU-III
CTD has been instrumental in the design

Processor PC
Bus

DSP

MES
Under
Type
Approval

l ++rrt Nn;al 1'lork ttia,iral; of I/ic
11n;ersat-.h^l ^7U-111 i rlili<a

and development of an lnmarsat-M STU-III

lion Iuh111t+r111 , 701ic11 runllilOrS

certification platform, and in the development

lilt/ an(ht:cs 111' di,'ito! STLI-1!1

and testing of the first commercial STU-111 secure communications service to be offered

mdtriol v'g11 01cc5, llsi)lg a PCRS-232C Digital (Synchronous)

haascd ri>;1tn! suit 711 >ro t'sol•.
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Right: faro CTD oigineers test

estimations, and tracking loops. The all-digital

tilt' rrrnrltr/alor for the pn o^ranr-

implementation and high-speed operation of

rrrahL' di;If it nmdcnr heiu'. det'rl

the modem will prove very useful in a wide

opcd for NASA. 'I It,- niodulator

range of applications that require bandwidth

0/(t717h'S 02'er flu' hill data rate

efficiency and high speed.
MSP-10 MODEM ASIC-For applications

rarr,^e woifhorrf (7111/ component
changes or filter handu'idth

at medium data rates, COMSAT laboratories

switching. Below: COMSA'herr-

has developed a single chip that contains the

,''inr'ers h',;t 1ile' MS1'-1/) in a

key elements of both the modulator and de-

hoard dcsignod for nse in inter-

modulator. The MSI'-11) modem ASIC oper-

rncdir7ft' Arita raft' s1/.terns. The

ates from 32 ksvmbol/s to 10 Msvmbol/s for

hoard contains all ol file franc

BPSK, QPSK, and 8-I'SK modulation formats,

tious for hofh fransnrif and re-

resulting in a maximum data rate of 20 Mbit/s

ccine, with hilh/ sipitliesi,ed !F

for QI'SK and 30 Mbit/s for 8-I'SK. The ASIC

chanueli-atiorr. In addition to

TRANSMISSION PROCESSING

can be used as the basis for video distribution
modems and intermediate data rate/Interna-

modem frnrctions, !!a' 0(71(1
fun is a Viterbi decoder Milt tor

HIGH-PERFORMANCE DIGITAL MODEM

tional Business Service (IDR/IBS) modem

DEVELOPMENT

implementations, and is easily adapted for

NASA PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL MODEMSince the early 1980s, COMSAT Laboratories

burst mode systems such as bandwidth-ondemand low-rate TDMA terminals.

has been developing digital modems to pro-

The ASIC uses digital data shaping on the

vide flexible solutions for data transmission.

modulator side to give a programmable filter

Under contract with NASA Lewis Research

shape that is perfectly matched to the data

Center, COMSAT is in the final stages of de-

rate. An on-chip synthesizer for oversampling

veloping a very flexible digital modem that

on the modulator results in a data rate range

operates at data rates from 2 to 300 Mbit/s in

of 32:1, with only a single pair of replication-

a variety of modulation formats, including

removal filters. The addition of a second set of

quadrature INK (QPSK), minimum shift key-

switched filters extends the range to 1024:1.

ing, 8-PSK, 16-level quadrature amplitude

On the receive side, the NISI'- 10 performs

modulation, and 10 PSK. It also operates in

data shaping, carrier recovery, clock recovery,

both continuous and burst modes.

and automatic gain control. Internal numeri-

The major component that gives the mo-

cally controlled oscillators are provided for

dem its extreme flexibility is a high-speed,

the carrier and clock frequency sources. A

emitter-coupled-logic application-specific in-

COMSAT-patented technique provides pro-

tegrated circuit (ASIC) used in several loca-

granunable data filtering with square-root

tions in the demodulator. The ASIC is used to

Nvquist responses and filter rolloffs down to

implement digital data filtering, acquisition

40 percent. The chip is packaged in a 208-pin
quad metal flat pack, which allows it to be
used in low-cost applications without forced-

Tx Data Address (1&O)
A

Tx Rs
Clock

1"'[1(^."

air cooling.

Tx Data
Processor

Tx I Data
Tx Q Data

IDR OUTER CODECS
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Control
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CTD has been largely responsible for
introducing outer codecs into the I\TELSAT

carrier
PAcovery

Loop
Filler

.fie
;

system . The addition of a Reed-Solomon outer
Carrier

codec to a standard IDR modem (which

NCO Clock
Control
St a t us

Click

Recomy
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Rx Clock
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Left: Al! ho u ,u l1( grit i)1n /Irt dC'eloped /t'r r nutinaousnrUr/t' ap'p'litatinns , tilt' MSP 1 fl imp Iran ht 't'n dt'si';ncd with inp'rrf. to aicept l'lIiSl anode acgrrisitiUn
vynals. Tlris lttNure will ensure that tine .4tilC will

O Da::: O it

hOOt' applicalionS ill +ntnre 1nu '-rate TL)t11A susfenrs
t ti rrcnt l y folder dcZ'eloprrrcul.
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employs QPSK modulation and Viterbi

important features of this chip is its ability to

decoding) results in improved bit error ratio

demodulate signals with asynchronous clock

performance. Since the coding is added

signals, and in fact different data rates. A

without changing the frequency allocation,

unique algorithm for processing asynchro-

the bandwidth efficiency of the system is

nous signals has been developed which does

maintained. During 1993, the IDR outer codec

not rely on large and costly interpolating

was tested between the U.S. and Thailand to

filters. The ASIC is being developed in

obtain additional performance data. Longterm data have been collected comparing
links with and without the outer codec.
As higher data rate links are established,
outer coding at the DS-3 rate of 4+ Mbit/s will

CTD's dez^elopine,it of a lii o-h-data-rate codec coritinit es
COMSAT's effort to match the data quality of fiber
optic links.

he required. CTD has already begun to develop this codec. Its structure is similar to the

complementary metal-oxide semiconductor

previously developed outer codec, but its

technology, which has a direct implementa-

implementation relies on high-speed pro-

tion path to a radiation-hardened part.

grammable logic components rather than a

Another application for multicarrier

single-chip, digital signal processor-based

denuiltiplexer / demodulator processors is in

design. CTD's development of a high-data-

the area of central processing hub-type earth

rate codec continues COMSAT's effort to

stations. A single processor can replace tens

match the data quality of fiber optic links.

or hundreds of demodulators , resulting in significant cost savings for earth station owners

MULTICARRIER ASIC-BASED
DEMODULATOR

The future of satellite communications

and operators . With off-the -shelf fast Fourier
transform chips, a demultiplexer is easy to
implement and , when combined with

promises flexible data rate service to a large

COMSAT 's demodulator, can provide eco-

number of geographically distributed users

nomical multicarrier demodulation.

by means of small, inexpensive earth terminals. To support this service, the basic archi-

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

tecture of the satellite must change from a

EVALUATION, SIMULATION

simple repeater to one with onboard demodu-

& TESTING

lation and carrier routing, and perhaps even
the routing of circuits within a carrier. To pro-

tions transmission systems can be parametri-

cal 15-year life span, CI'D has pursued a DSP

cally analyzed, and system configurations can

approach.

be tested and optimized in a timely and cost-

In the past, COMSAT relied largely on

effective manner. Software simulation permits

medium-scale-integration discrete compo-

rapid, modular analysis of well-understood

nents in developing an entire demultiplexer/

transmission problems, while hardware simu-

demodulator prototype for onboard process-

lation lends itself to experimentation with sys-

ing. The use of ASICs now makes it possible

tem parameters and the characterization of

to dramatically reduce the size, power, and

less mathematically tractable transmission

mass of the processor.

problems.

With support from COMSAT World SysI

Through simulation, complex communica-

vide the flexibility needed fora satellite's typi-

CTD has designed and constructed a

tems and INTELSAT, CTD is developing a

number of satellite transponder simulators,

multicarrier ASIC-based demodulator for

such as a 24-channel simulator with multiple

onboard processing satellites. The demodula-

receivers, channel input/output multiplexers,

tor is capable of demodulating up to 32

traveling wave tube amplifiers, solid-state

64-kbit/s carriers, six 2.048-Mbit/s carriers,

power amplifiers, and full-matrix-interconnect

or some combination of these together with

switching. The Division's software simulation

1.544-Mbit/s carriers. Only eight ASICs are

computer programs and hardware satellite

needed to process an entire 36-MI lz transpon-

simulators have been used to characterize

der, because on-chip memory is used to store

various transmission channel impairments ,

intermediate results in the demodulation

including interference and propagation

process for each carrier. One of the most

effects.

T,1100* simulator is i1soi to
r.l1(1?111 lira ,NOil111,1fil ), fo>rmrrats
+.1 i-?iii ' ;r,rd ;'l;vrurt
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THE NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION INTDI PERFORMS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOP-

ADVANCED VSAT

MENT RELATED IQ THE
ANALYSIS .

DESIGN .

IMPLE-

MENTATION , AND TESTING

Recent advances in satellite and communi-

ideal for service providers and private busi-

cations technologies , along with increasing demand for advanced user services , have opened

nesses that require point-to-point and point-

new opportunities for advanced satellite-based

cally dispersed sites. The system can carry
voice, data, video, or fax traffic, and offers

CL UDE FIXED AND MOBILF

networks . Ongoing R&D in a broad spectrum
of satellite networking technologies -time-

SATELLITE NETWORKS, INTF-

division multiple access (TDMA ), high-density

data rates from 56 khit/s to 2.048 Mbit/s, with

GRATED SERVICES DIGITAL

programmable digital hardware design, ad-

selectable modulation and forward error cor-

vanced modem and codec design, data net-

rection (FEC). Satellite channels may be re-

working and satellite-efficient protocols, local
area network / wide area network (LAN/WAN)

quested at a ROD-I site via a dial-up modem,

interconnect technologies, integrated services

signaling protocol, which is supported by a
variety of data communications devices such

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS. AND

digital networks ( ISDNs), asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM), real-time software de-

OPTICAL COM! .' L '. 7 I • -

velopment, and advanced network manage-

plexers. In addition, periodic scheduled (time-

ment systems-has led to the rapid develop-

of-day) or ad hoc connections can be defined

ment of several key next-generation satellite

at the network management station (NMS).

OF ADVANCED SATELLI IE°'l TERRESTRIAL-BASED
J NICATIONS SYSTFMS.
■ Alr AS OF APPLICATION IN-

NETWORKS .

DATA COMMUNI-

CATIONS AND PROTOCOLS.
TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS ,

ONBOARD BASEBAND

SWITCHING AND PROCESSING.

AND PROCESSIr ,^

■ f. IL) AC-

TIVITIES RANGL ^ADUCTING STUDii -

'•'I'1_E-

networks.

to-multipoint connections among geographi-

metered, clear channel connections at variable

or automatically by a customer using V.25 BIS

as routers, video codecs, and intelligent multi-

The SUN workstation-based NMS uses

These networks offer the low cost and small
size of very small aperture terminals (VSATs);
data rates from 64 khit / s to 16 Mbit / s, previ-

open systems standards such as UNIX,

ously found only in high-end systems; and

NMS, even when they are actively engaged in
calls. CWS plans to offer switched Interna-

WORKS. AND THE INTERWORK

the functionality and flexibility of dynamic
bandwidth on demand , ISDN, packet switch-

ING BETWEEN SATELLITE ANC

ing, and LAN interconnection , available only

America via this system, which is currently

TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS.

in these advanced VSAT systems. With such

undergoing a pre-operational trial involving

systems, COMSAT can move beyond provid-

IBS earth stations in New York, Sao Paulo,

ing fixed-rate satellite " pipes " to offering its

and Santiago.

MENTING HARDWARE- AND
.': ARE-BASED SYSTEMS.
■

I -- DIVISION'S WORK ENSSES FIXED SATELLITE

AND ".90BILE SATELLITE NET-

customers flexible, efficient, on-demand fullmesh networking that supports major teleconhnnuhications and data interfaces and
protocols.

X Windows, and Motif. Remote stations can
be frilly monitored and controlled from the

tional Business Service (IBS) services to Latin

SATELLITE BOD -II TDMA SYSTEM

The satellite BOD-II TDMA networking
product, as developed for CWS, offers advanced, full-featured user interfaces for voice

BANDWIDTH ON DEMAND I

The Bandwidth on Demand -I (BOD-1) sys-

telephony, video teleconferencing, and data
communications, based on the standard ISDN

tem, developed for COMSAT World Systems
(CWS), is a variable- rate, on -demand, single-

primary rate interfaces (PR1s) for both 23B+D

channel-per- carrier (SCPC) mesh network de-

rapidly expanding LAN /WAN interconnect

veloped at COMSAT Labs by NTD. BOD-1 is

market.

and 30B+D. Data services are targeted to the

Ri,'ht: :411 :N71) IIIgint'tr lest Ih,, .•1T:'11 link
Cn1IaI!CL'r , irhii h mi!! n/Ukl' .'1T1^1 )L•I!>NIlh ni)cr
<Ilhllik' link:.
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TDMA
BOD
Frame Relay
ISDN
Onboard Processing

Data Protocols

Multicarrier TDMA
2-16 Mb,ts
Network
Management
System
Customer
Site 1

ISDN PRI,

ISDN PRI

Customer
SIN 2

;twit as drsl

ISDN PRI X.25
(frame relay, ATM)

Customer Site 4

The Randzvidfli on Demand 11 si/st'nc Multiple Iransinistiion
ratc, froril 2 to 16 Mhill>, oiljitstolilt' on it I'll t'>f-bil-btnst haws,
Iw n•ks of both
permit tin 1t cotntrclii'il it lirr Iwterovncous ,ii'
lozt'-rate, low-cost cn>lonier• prc'ttri^,i'< h'r7nilials and li,c'her-note
,,iiteu'ait hid, terminals. FEC codiu,' i'on's art' also tadjirstuhlt' on
it brnst-bt burst basis. to per7nil 111h';'1-1tiou of milli and lnr^c
carth ?tritioris into the net in )I 'A.

An innovative multi-transmission-rate,

impact of satellite propagation delay and bit

multicarrier TDMA approach provides net-

error characteristics on the operation of the

work bandwidths sufficient for large user net-

Physical Laver Convergence Protocol (PLCP),

works that operate with either domestic loop-

ATM, the ATM adaptation layer (AAL), tile

back satellites or the non-loophack spot beam

Service-Specific Connection-Oriented Protocol

configurations characteristic of INTELSAT

(SSCOP), and the Transmission Control Proto-

satellites.

col (TCP).
Some of the major conclusions of the ex-

ATM VIA SATELLITE
a rnontbr 'r ofapplicalions roer-e

NTD has conducted a series of experiments

periments were: ■ The ATM link enhancer
(ALE), developed for CWS, performs selective

irrt-trnted into tit(- :1 I-M Satcont

and demonstrations of ATM via satellite for

interleaving on the cell header and the pay-

susteno . Telenicdicin', interactive

the Defense Information Systems Agency

load, significantly improving performance in

mission plrntuil, , tmtroroloc acid

(DISA) under the Commercial Satellite Com-

two areas: maintaining physical layer framing

data access , zudeoconfcrciciu\.

munications Initiatives (CSCI) contract. ATM

in a burst error environment, and reducing

and hic'h speed jilt transfer oper-

is a communications standard which defines

ATM cell loss probability by several orders of

ated sinitllta11CO1r5il/ orb atafisti-

the efficient transport of multimedia informa-

magnitude. ■ The SSCOP can perform at high

callt/ ruultiplexed ATM traffic

tion while offering bandwidth-on-demand ca-

efficiency in both error-free and degraded sat-

Doer the <at'llile link,

pacity to system users. During the experiment

ellite environments. ■ In a satellite environ-

phase, tests were undertaken to quantify the

ment, SSCOP clearly provides better throughput performance than TCP, which experiences
serious degradation due to satellite delay.

DS-3 ATM Cell Stream
44.736 Mbit/s
9-7 9-1 U-19-1

■ Backward explicit congestion notification
(BECN) outperforms forward explicit congestion notification by orders of magnitude in
terms of cell loss. 13ECN was successfully
implemented on the ATM switch, and rate
controllers were developed by COMSAT for
the ATM workstations.

Left: Thc ATM link eilharreer pr•orides fibercclttic'alent cell los> oi,cr •1:5)-Nillit''5 cah, litc licks.
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Left: Three e.ualaplcs of olttira!
hchin/i U ideallt/ suited for
tiatcllilc appliiatiou;: tnl
intprdatice-matched hill
t'Ftit'l'I1 I/ niICrOail 'C-Op!iial
hio;winf/c;' a trot' titn' dclat/
tiht•r' optic hcanl-!ornlin,y tnatui.t
lirr' [_ -hand phoned arral/
arr!rrnrn;; trail in inlt.''Zrrttctf
apnea! ri'i n e,'rtidt' and pu,rt•1

ONBOARD PROCESSING

The photonics hardware developed by the
Division includes a reactively matched broad-

BASEBAND SWITCH

;putter it>ill' ;tali-o!-the-ar!
nrttfiltiar tnatcritd>. Each upti.id

band optical transceiver that demonstrates

tt'Clll7t th t^ I/ reduce; onhoat'tl bit n. ;

more than 32-dB improvement in RF-optical-

and power for layer ntt'lliti alit!

optic baseband switch for satellite onboard

RF conversion loss (which is typically 45 dB in

fat in. It ;'chic lc Beloit':

applications. The switch provides for inter-

commercial optical links), with an in-hand

connection between four input and four out-

ripple of less than or equal to 0.5 d B. In addi-

I I )' hasc1'and ;u'ili h rrrtploi ;
tt•;tinal0I I tliret !etI t oackct l

NTI) has designed and developed a fiber

put transponders at rates up to 155 Mbit/s or

tion, NTD's electro-optic polymer channel

up to eight input and eight output transpon-

waveguide devices exhibit some of the best

ders at 78 Mbit/s. Interconnection is also pro-

overall performance characteristics reported

vided between different services and modula-

to date. Both of these components will serve

tion formats (e.g., frequency-division multiple

as building blocks for compact, lightweight

access/ intermediate data rate IFDMA/IDRJ

onboard satellite systems.

(c hin., o

aI

(l'it %;

tiler

on the uplink and high-speed TDMA on the
downlink). The design is suitable for both cir-

ATM ONBOARD SWITCHING

cuit switching (e.g., 120-Mbit/s TDMA) and

DEMONSTRATION PAYLOAD

packet switching (e.g., 155-Mbit/s ATM), and

For NASA's post- Advanced Communica-

has multicast and broadcast switching capa-

tions Technology Satellite (ACTS) era, NTD

bility. On-line status monitoring and redun-

has developed a concept for a low-cost satel-

dancy switching control are also provided.

lite system which includes the experimental
payload and ground segment architectures.

OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY FOR SATELLITE
NETWORKING

The objective of COMSAT's photonic R&D
is to reduce the mass, power, and size of the

The experimental payload architecture centers
around an onboard fast packet switch capable
of supporting ATM traffic from four earth stations. Continuous transmission through four

onboard processing payload, and conse-

high-gain , steerable spot beams is used to

quently payload and launch costs. NTD's

access the payload . The onboard processor,

photonics projects include systems architec-

which processes and uplinks packets containing ATM cells , based on a simple header,

ture and technology tradeoff studies, analyses, and designs. The Division has also
developed proof-of-concept hardware to dem-

Baseband Processor

onstrate the feasibility of using onboard

Baseband Switch

photonics in beam-forming and steering, multicarrier demultiplexing, and switching and

LNAs Demods

Switch Switch
Input Output
Modules
Modules Mods

data routing.
A tradeoff study on the frequency-agile optical beam-forming of phased-array antennas
was performed for SPAR, Canada. NASA, under the In-Space Technology Program (INSTEP), recently awarded COMSAT a project
to develop and demonstrate flight experi-

To All Modules

ments on photonic beam-forming. Also, NTD

AAA

designed a high-reliability fiber optic network

Timing/
Control

for use in rain diversity links for Inmarsat's
Project 21.

A ant.
8x8
Output A
Contention
Resolution
y
Control
Processor

t firs ;alcmre• P 1 1114 eltl ar cn nCChrr't' t' l'a ; dr•;igrh4t tot NASA to

'npporl .-1 T11 ;,it( unfit.' i'lt a
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employs commercially available chips for

interfaces and to incorporate on-line self-

Reed-Solomon decoding and for the switch

analysis features into the DDI.

matrix. Application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) perform the input and output func-

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION OF

tions associated with the switch.

SATELLITE & TERRESTRIAL
NETWORKS

SECOND - GENERATION TDMA
The second-generation INTELS.AT
120-Mbit / s I'DMA terminal currently under
development in NTD reduces the large,

it

SERVER

The COMSAT Wide Area Communications

12-rack, first -generation equipment into a

Server (WACS) allows customers to signifi-

single rack . In addition , the terminal ' s efficiency, operation , monitoring, and self- testing

cantly improve network performance and re-

are improved.

was developed for NASA's Jet Propulsion

NTD also developed a second-generation
I

WIDE AREA COMMUNICATIONS

duce the cost of WAN data links. The WACS
Laboratory for use in its Deep Space Informa-

operation and maintenance center (OMC) for

tion Network. With its data compression fea-

use with first- generation

ture, the WAGS can double or triple the effec-

INTELSAT TDMA

tive link rate, thereby reducing the need to

equipment . Employing

upgrade expensive leased lines.

state-of-the -art display

The WAGS includes the COMSAT Time

and workstation technol-

Sequence Protocol (TSP), which provides data

ogy, the new ()MC has

integrity and very high throughput over ter-

dramatically reduced op-

restrial, single-hop satellite, and double-hop

erator errors and signifi-

satellite links. Even with satellite links operat-

cantly decreased equipment size.
In conjunction with the second-generation

ing at bit error ratios (BERs) of 10-4, the
WAGS provides 70- to 80-percent throughput

OMC, a new direct digital interface (DIN) was

before compression. By using a sophisticated

developed for use with first-generation TDMA

selective retransmission strategy and continu-

equipment. The DDI permits the direct con-

ously adapting its algorithms and parameters

nection of 2.048-Mhit/s primary multiplex

based on link quality,

carriers, from switching centers or from digi-

COMSAT's TSP

tal circuit multiplication equipment (DCME),

significantly out-

to the first-generation INTELSAT TDMA ter-

performs stan-

minal. The DDI can accommodate as many as

dard retransmis-

40 on-line 2.048-Mbit/s primary multiplex

sion protocols

Tlu^ ]crrcytri i! in!'rface capabfl-

carriers and provides 1-to-N redundancy,

such as TCP,

itll of NTD's second generathui

while significantly decreasing equipment size.

TP-4, LAP-B,

TDMA terminal, now wider

The new OMC and DDI equipment has

det'eloprncnt, is e.rpamfnhlc front

been installed in A'1'&T's 1NTELSAT earth

2 to 32 E-1 inlerfaccs, woitli

stations. Both developments drew on the ex-

1-to-N rediindanelt to aecornlno-

pertise of AT&T earth station personnel to

datr tinIl si:e tr;c'r.

craft user-friendly, efficient OMC operator

screeli of Nte ri.trr-friendly ferntiiral tit till- Operations & i\ltainh'ntntr r Center . The screcu rlispLtlts
HIC status of each c'lrmcnt of the sri nerd ^cenerntion
'IDM;1 frrntinel, frnm the up- nnd dotnn -cont'rrtrrs
to line tei'rr'4Mial interface's. f-,'olrl the crnl'ol, ', it ii.scr
can easily npifah' trrlninal Coiifi,ni •ation mtil oprraI i01ial pawipict 'rs. Ri•kfit: lit is ( ) MC, along icitii
,VD's new direct itiyititl ir,h'rf.ncr, has bei'ti instttledat two 1/ "<I,N' 14 ,I.,ti.41 i'artlt ^tntiurls.

and LAP-F.

Ifil

71

,ui li ii

loss

Niel

101, 1Ull

systems-their accessibility to a widely dis-

1.4
.5

`

With WACS+
Compression

persed community of users, and the multi-

0 1.0

point/broadcast nature of satellite communi-

I-

cations channels. The i5S is intended to

0.6

demonstrate the feasibility of this integration.
E

The effectiveness of carrying ISDN traffic

0.2

z

over satellites was demonstrated through field
10-8 10-7

10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3
Bit Error Ratio

trials using the ISS and the AT&T integrated
access terminal (IAT). The functionality of the

With thc• WACS, h-artsinission control protocol(

ISS, the ISDN access capability, resource allo-

lntcrnet protocol (TCPi/P) transfer perforuttnicc is

cation on demand, better transport through

is jiIfietill till irnproced.
DATA COMMUNICATIONS

the satellite network, and switching directives
all complement the IAT, which packetizes,

ofters art International

compresses, and cross-connects different

Tch'CoiiinrnrijciIioii Union-

types of traffic. An effort is under way to

puters, workstations, and LANs, data com-

merge the capabilities of COMSAT's ISS and

munication has become one of the fastest

AT&T's IAT to provide integrated, resource-

Tc'l c'coninnntic at ioir5 'Cctor
iITLi-Ti stan^ivrd- contpatilrle
iI,! eri 1O' tlLi! Call 1!e 1lSeii to

growing segments of the communications

efficient transport of ISDN via satellite.

illio-cOttrit'C!

With the increasing use of personal com-

market. In response, NTD is developing tech-

ISDN, SDH & ATM VIA INTELSAT-

a rm1 i iunther of

LANs, ;rorkstitions, aid

nologies to improve the efficiency of data

INTELSAT has contracted with NTD to assist

personal iontjm!crs oi'er ! !te

communications over satellite circuits.

in ensuring that INTELSAT's global satellite

ACTS itst'ni.

Converter units developed for INTELSAT

communications svstem can function as sub-

provide for the efficient use of the X.75 proto-

networks of developing international public

col over satellite links. The X.75 protocol is

telecommunications networks such as ISDN,

used to interconnect national public data net-

future broadband ISDN (BISDN), and syn-

works. As part of this project, a satellite-

chronous digital hierarchy (SDH) transport

efficient protocol was developed which incor-

network infrastructures. Under this contract,

porates multiselective reject error recovery to

N"I1) will develop top-level specifications for

provide throughput efficiency greater than

satellite subnetworks and their functional

75 percent, even in the presence of degraded

subsystems, and will analyze the performance

link BER conditions (10-'). The protocol con-

of the subnetworks. Details of the functional

verter also incorporates an advanced multi-

integration between the satellite subnetworks

processor architecture that can support mul-

and the interconnected ISD\ terrestrial net-

tiple X.75 links operating at 2.048 Mhit/s.

work elements will also be developed.

ACTS FRAME RELAY

velopment of an international standard called

In a related activity, NTD is leading the deThe ACTS frame relay access switch

"Q.Sat," which will govern signaling between

(FRACS) being developed at COMSAT Labo-

a satellite subnetwork and an international

ratories by NTD provides a BOD frame relay

ISDN gateway. Currently, if an international

interface to the NASA ACTS TDMA network.
The FRACS transports LAN packets over
ACTS TDMA circuits, and dynamically allocates ACTS circuits between different pairs of
1

sites, based on an adaptive, rate-based bandwidth management scheme.
ISDN
ISDN SATELLITE SWITCH-Under spon-

sorship by CWS, NTD developed the ISDN

ISDN
Trunks

ISDN
Trunks

±4

Satellite Switch (ISS) to provide high-quality,
cost-effective ISDN services via satellite. Efficient integration of ISDN with a satellite com-

Q.Sat
Interface

International SS7 Signaling

O.Sat
Interface

munications network is achieved by using
powerful out-of-band ISDN signaling and by

Q.,at will enable satellite ,ieInarrks to naanac e their internal 1 apacittt more efficielithl fold

exploiting the strengths inherent in satellite

intproi'e tilt' cliuility of scrcvice !o call, roiitrrl gar atelliM circuits.

The tiltitilatt' SZOnl of mobile catrnu-

MOBILE SATELLITE/TERRESTRIAL

micatiotl' is stain/ess imfersustent

INTERWORKI NG

tJ/it'll?Ib it that will (1/loll' users wit/t

Mobile communications is projected to be

dual-nod' ferntittnls to Wiltm trans-

another fast-growing area of telecommunica-

patently hettt'eem terrestrio! celhdnr

tions. NTD has focused its research in this

rind ntnbile satellit tl fA,'nt; to

area on mobile network architectures and the

fl'ttlll ,;Inhnl st'ri'n A

interoperation of terrestrial and satellite mobile communications systems.
The Division has explored the networking
capabilities of the European GSM cellular system and the North American D-AMPS digital
cellular system, including the respective GSM
and IS-41 mobile application port (MAP) network signaling necessary for roaming and call
SS7 NETWORK

handoffs. These networking capabilities, to-

INAP
IS-41 MAP
GSM MAP

gether with intelligent network functionality,
will provide for the extension of personal
communications services to satellite networks.
INAP: Intelligent Network Application Port
SMSC: Satellite Mobile Switching Center
SHLR: Satellite Home Location Register
SVLR: Satellite Visitor Location Register

MSC. Mobile Switching Center
HLR: Home Location Register
VLR Visitor Location Register
MAP: Mobile Application Port

MOBILE SATELLITE NETWORKS
INMARSAT-B HIGH-DATA-RATE
GATEWAY SWITCH

call request arrives at an outgoing ISDN
switching center, the switch permanently as-

In addition to voice, low-speed data

signs an appropriate trunk between the out-

(9.6-kbit/s), and facsimile, the lnmarsat-B sys-

going and incoming international switches.

tem supports high-data-rate (56/64-khit/s)

As a result, satellite capacity may lie idle, de-

services to mobile users. Under COMSAT

pending on traffic intensity. Q.Sat signaling

Mobile Communications (CMC) sponsorship,

will allow international switching centers to

NTD is specifying, designing, and developing

request a satellite circuit on a per-call basis.

a high-data-rate gateway switch (I IGS) that
will provide these services at CMC land earth
stations (LESs) in Santa Paula, California, and
Southbury, Connecticut. l'he gateway switch
will make it possible for Inmarsat to offer the

fib

wR

Opera'

full complement of high-data-rate services

lczi

(i.e., simplex, duplex, 56-kbit/s, 64-kbit/s,

Test Equipment

and asymmetric) to mobile users.
Southbury LES

IDSN PRI
(23B + Dl

HDR
Giway" _'

Signaling

The HGS interfaces with the access and
control equipment (ACE) at the CMC LFS to
exchange signaling messages, and with highdata-rate channel units to receive and transmit data to the mobile terminal. For connectivity to fixed users, the gateway switch

Signaling

interfaces to switched 64-kbit/s interexchange
carrier UXC) networks in accordance with the

IDSN PRI
(238 + DI

Data

primary rate interface (PR!) ISDN specifications defined by International Telecommuni-

n

r^ o

cation Union-Telecomm1Iunications Sector
(ITC-T) and the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI). The HGS compensates for all
c

Operator Interface Test Equipment

incompatibilities between D-channel signaling
to the terrestrial network and signaling to
ACE/lnmarsat-B terminals. Inter-HGS con-

T'hc hi^lt-duhr rntr ^ldeivltu nt'itih will ruin!/' CMC to provide surilched 76!6.1 obit/s

nectivity is also supported to minimize terres-

per°;'icr;n to 1111'l0c urer:•.

trial connectivity requirements at each HGS

site, and to support I-IGS calls between mobile
terminals in different ocean regions.

loading of the spacecraft onboard processor.
The effort also included investigation of the
efficiencies of alternative demand-assigned

AERONAUTICAL BROADCAST

COMSAT's FlightNewsTx1 service was suc-

multiple access (DANA) control and signaling architectures for a geostationarv satellite

cessfully demonstrated by NTD in 1993.

system, and simulations to determine opti-

FlightNewsr%i use,, idle capacity on the Inmar-

mum architectures for such a system.

sat Aeronautical I' channel to broadcast up-tothe-minute teletext news and graphics to
CMC's commercial and general aviation customers. This unique value-added service will
be available to passengers on commercial
long-haul transoceanic flights as well as those
on corporate jets. For the demonstration, live

INTELLIGENT NETWORKS

Intelligent networking will play a key role i

mobile satellite communications networks. By providing the infrastructure
needed to manage sophisticated mobility serin future

news stories culled from wire services were

vices in both wired and wireless networks, it
will allow mobile satellite service providers to

composed at workstations in Liverpool, En-

extend into their networks the services cur-

gland, and deposited at COMSAT's Multicast

rently offered in terrestrial networks. NTD

Communications Server (MCS) at Clarksburg,

has conducted a study of emerging intelligent

Maryland. The COMSAT-developed Aeronau-

network architectures and standards, focusing

tical Multicast Messaging protocol was then

on their application to Mobile Satellite Service

used to broadcast the stories from COMSAT's

networks. Services supported by the current

ground earth station in Santa Paula, Califor-

Bellcore and I'l U capability sets were investi-

nia, via an operational P channel, to the

gated , and the potential for using intelligent

Inmarsat Pacific Ocean Region. The news was

networking to perform mobility management

received by an F-Systems airborne earth sta-

functions in next-generation mobile satellite

tion and displayed on video monitors.

systems was assessed.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE FOR
PROJECT 21

V

IT i e'w'tl an oi'cncead main-

nn, 1. i:r! W'

r!:'.

I hr snl)hort of dwul- nrndi'
v1tellih',r'celiii/ar hut ,dcch Will be

NTD is also actively supporting CMC in

a kr•1/ aslrcet of the 11nu1zrsat-P

the development of the next-generation Inmar-

SI/st'iii.

sat mobile satellite system employing handheld terminals. A key aspect of Inmarsat-P is
the definition of a ground support network
architecture that will provide access to public
networks, interworking with terrestrial networks, and effective management of satellite
resources. In the past year, NTD has continued
its study of the networking and control aspects of Inmarsat-l', focusing on the development of ground segment architectures based
on elements employed in current terrestrial
mobile systems, such as switches and databases. Investigations of call handoff and global roaming in a global mobile satellite system
were undertaken. In addition, NTD developed a simulation model to assess the coverage capabilities of various ground segment
scenarios and to model the dynamic traffic
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SYSTEM PLANNING & ANALYSIS

DIVISION ISDDI AT COMSAT
LABORATORIES DEVELOPS
SATEI I . ITE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT FACILITIES AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS .

■ TIiESE

INCLUDE COMPUTER-AIDED

WORKBENCH

PRODUCTS

SDD has developed Workbench products
to provide mapping and analysis capabilities
incorporating a graphical user interface (CUI)

outage calculators may also be used with nonINTEI.SA'I' data.
SDD has begun work on a link budget cal-

shell with a built-in relational database and

culator, which uses INTELSAT's standard

tested analysis algorithms. The Division has

link budget equations to analyze one or more

continued to enhance these products with

links. The calculator operates in two modes.

STATION AND NETWORK MONI-

new features. Users can now select multiple

In the first, the user specifies the effective

TORING AND CONTROL SYS-

entries from a list box, and can use a mapping

isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of a car-

TEMS: TRACKING .

feature to produce color presentation-quality

rier and the calculator computes the receive

AND COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS;

maps. In addition, the software has been up-

carrier-to-noise ratio (C / N) and, optionally,

CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY MANAGE-

dated to use the latest capabilities of the AXIS

the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). In the second

SATELLITE SYSTEM PLANNING
TOOLS :

REAL - TIME EARTH

TELEMETRY.

Toolkit. A prototype was developed within

mode, the user specifies the carrier's desired

COUNTING SUBSYSTEMS; AND

the Workbenches to view data files such as

C/N and the calculator computes the carrier's

SPECIALIZED VALUE-ADDED

news clippings accessible through the Ultrix

EIRP and, optionally, S/N. If the link budget

USER SERVICES SUCH AS MO-

server, and diagrams such as satellite system

calculator is analyzing a digital carrier, it will

block diagrams that have been optically

also compute the energy-per-bit to noise-

scanned into the Workbench. The system runs

power density ratio (Fu/N, ). In both modes,

under the Ultrix operating system on engi-

the user will receive messages stating whether

MENT .

USER ACCESS ,

BILE TRACFF
COLLECTION

AND AC-
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RECTED TOWARD SYSTEM
PLANNING AND ANALYSIS.

neering workstations, and uses the X Window

leased resources have been exceeded, whether

system, Open Software Foundation (OSF)/

off-axis emissions are excessive, and whether

Motif, and COMSAT's AXIS development

the power flux density at the earth's surface is

environment.

excessive. Currently, the link budget calcula-

CWS WORKBENCH-Tills software analy-

tor analyzes analog and digital carrier types.
In 1994, several new features will be added

SATELLITE SYSTEM MANAGE-

sis tool provides a common, interactive user in-

MENT, SOFTWARE ENGINEER-

terface to the COMSAT World Systems ((WS)

to the CWS Workbench, including a calculator

ING. AND SOFTWARE SALES

Relational Database Management Facility (a

to determine the INTELSAT satellite and beam

AND CONSULTING.

technical database of INTELSAT satellite sys-

that will support a link between two points On

tem and earth station parameters developed

the earth; a calculator to compute the effects

using Sybase) and to a number of the analysis

of sun outages; access to a database of city lo-

programs developed by SDD. The CWS Work-

cations; and access to a new world map data-

bench has been enhanced to include beta-factor,

base with enhanced mapping capabilities.

inclined-orbit, and rain outage calculators.
Using INTELSAT's algorithm, the beta-

CMC WORKBENCH-Development also

continued on the COMSAT Mobile Communi-

factor calculator computes the nominal uplink

cations (CMC) Workbench, which has the

and downlink pattern advantage at an earth

same mapping, data viewing, data reporting,

station fora user-specified INTELSAT satellite

and calculator features as the CWS Workbench.

type, orbital location, and beam. The inclined-

The CMC Workbench retrieves data from the

orbit calculator analyzes the effects on the el-

Mobile System Database-a technical database

evation and azimuth angles of a set of earth

of Inmarsat satellite system, land earth station,

stations when a satellite is operated in inclined

and mobile terminal parameters, which is de-

orbit. The rain outage calculator computes the

veloped concurrently with the Workbench.

uplink and downlink rain impairments corre-

Link budget and inclined-orbit calculators

sponding to rainfall parameters at a user-

as well as a traffic analysis prototype have

specified earth station and satellite propaga-

been added to the CMC Workbench. The link

tion path. Each calculator accesses the CWS
relational database and provides the user with
default values, as well as lists of values from
which to choose. The inclined-orbit and rain
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IN1'ELSAT system. Frequency planning studies were also conducted in support of CWS,
the U.S. Signatory to INTELSAT.

• Traffic Assignment
Resource Allocation

STRIPSI-IN'fELSAT uses the Satellite

• Frequency Planning

• Transmission Planning
• TDMA Burst Scheduling
• Antenna Coverage Anal ysis
• Network Analysis r

Transmission Impairments Program, Version
6 - Integrated (STRIP(l) to support transmission planning on its satellites. STRIP61 evaluates and optimizes the performance of all carriers in a bank of transponders that reuse the

Monitoring & Control

RF bandwidth. The transmission impairments
computed for each carrier include thermal
noise, interference, and intermodulation in
both clear-sky and degraded weather conditions. Power optimization analysis determines
the carrier power levels necessary for every
carrier in a transmission plan to perform at an
acceptable level. COMSAT originally developed S I RIP61 to evaluate and optimize FDM/
FM carrier performance on INTELSAT IV satellites. Over the nears, it has been enhanced to
model characteristics for digital, tinme-division

Trafficc
Termini'.

Traffic
Terminal

Traffic
Terminal

multiple access (TDMA) and TV services on
several newer spacecraft, and to automatically
access a large INTEI.SA'I database of space-

Above: SL)L) <ifttcare products

budget calculator provides a spreadsheet ap-

and r'Xpcrh'ucr' Con-7. the fill/

plication for analyzing all Inmarsat services.

craft, earth station, and carrier technical data.
STRIP7-SDD developed the functional

nnr^t,-fronr err'ineerin;; arth/-

A supporting link budget data module was

design for STRIP7, a replacement for STRIP61,

sis to planning and allocating

also designed, implemented, and populated

and began its implementation, scheduled in

rcti0111'c>'5 M rnnrtitorill, aAd corl-

for the Mobile System Database. The traffic

stages over a period of several years. STRIP7

t rollin,t operafionol pertor rrrancr.

analysis prototype determines the amount of

includes a relational database management

satellite capacity and EIRI' required by a given

system consistent with INTELSAT's shared-

set of traffic data and user-specified criteria.

data environment.

SATELLITE TRANSMISSION

interactive version of INTELSAT's STRIP6I

IMPAIRMENTS PROGRAMS

for the operations planning staff at CWS. This

INTELSAT's ISTRIP-SDD maintains an

SDD has continued to develop and enhance
STRII'61, STRIP7, and ISTRIP-three software

version is referred to as ISTRIP. Both CWS
and SDD use ISTRIP to provide support ser-

systems used to ensure that quality - of-service

vices for users of the 1\TELSAT system. Us-

requirements are met for carriers on the

ers can access graphical representations of
current and future transmission plans on
INTELSAT satellites; analyze current and future satellite capacity; determine the feasibility of equipment changes at earth stations;
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and plan carrier frequency assignments in
transponders leased from INTEISAT.
As part of the continuing STRIP software

rithlns, and inodcls n(STR!Pb,

upgrade, a team from SDD and the Commu-

ill combination tc'ilh a distn t',,,

nications Technology Division (CTD) has de-

arclritcctm•e. Ni,clrperjorrnanit

veloped a new, more effective algorithm for

a'or!`shaions mmd data ti'm'ers

power optimization analysis. The algorithm

coaurnnricate Willi a PC-based

has already been implemented and tested in

illteractice riser irrlt'rt ui' for

the STRIP61 and 1STRI I' systems. In develop-

eenc of list, dill to provide mini

ing the new algorithm, SDD took a heuristic,

elute, coruprchcrrsii•c dijiL'rrosti

rule-based approach that considers all of the

feeelblrck.

constraints inherent in a system of hetero-
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geneous carriers and earth stations, and opti-

entered for a number of points in the far field,

mizes the carrier power levels while conserv-

and a least-squares algorithm generates the

ing as much power as possible on hoard the

input parameters that minimize the difference

satellite. An additional enhancement to the

between the actual and desired gain or

software allows the user to view a graphical

isolation.

representation of the intermodulation power

New feed models have also been added to

spectral density levels in a transponder and to

GAI'. They include a circular microstrip patch

watch these levels change as carrier frequency

feed model and a measured feed model in

is reassigned or carriers are added.

which the user enters measured gain values at

TRANSMISSION PLANNING STUDIES

regular intervals of azimuth and elevation.
I STRII' accesse., a relational

SDD has used ISTRII' to perform several
transmission planning analyses in support of

SATELLITE SYSTEM

cheat),- cW IN7'Fl -AT ti•allslilir -

MANAGEMENT

sintl /'fates and st(1,1!„rti„'; SOft'1-

CWS operations staff, in planning transmission assignments. Studies were performed to

litt'. e,nf/i statiir,i, apd .er7vee

GNMS DEVICE DRIVER

data. The regp,:sted plan is pre-

determine the effect on satellite capacity of re-

SDD is working with CWS engineering

configuring some of the west hemi/west spot

and operations personnel to define the archi-

dii7, lain that alto:t'5 Cite- n.;'1, to

beam connectivities on the INTELSAT 3070

tecture for a Generalized Network Manage-

iiileraciireh, (idd, n'assi;ll, or

satellite, and the feasibility of using an exist-

ment System (GNMS) device driver. The

rel,lO i'(' (1717 ft ', ;s, (pfd to 17N,7I1/Zt'

ing antenna in a proposed disaster recovery

driver is being developed using the C++ pro-

llNT'ttlrlil ('Hts and ,'1'tinlize Car-

plan for traffic through the Roaring Creek,

gramming language to operate on an HP

1'It'r pt a''r /(roods ill (1 half' of

I'ennsvlvania, and Etam, West Virginia, earth

Apollo Model 755 reduced instruction set

frCgia'nctt reps'(' Itintsponders.

stations. Other studies were performed to de-

computing (RISC) workstation under the

termine the additional capacity generated by

I IP-UX Unix-based operating system. The

changing the forward error correction (FEC)

client applications will be able to execute on

rate for selected International Business Service

an IiP Model 755 computer, or on a compat-

(IBS) carriers on the 307' satellite as well as

ible workstation, a PC, or a terminal attached

the feasibility of two proposed scenarios for

to the NCC LAN or a serial communications
link (X.25).

transmission plans for a 36-MHz lease on the
332.5, satellite, and the effect on satellite capacity of providing more stringent carrier
rain-degraded performance criteria.

ill the fi'rin of a sazt'Mot11

During normal operation, the driver will
accept commands from one or more client applications, send the commands to the target
devices over the appropriate ports, and return

ANTENNA MODELING

responses to the client applications. It will set
The General Antenna Program (GAI') is a

up connections, monitor link status, and en-

general-purpose tool for analyzing the perfor-

sure that the device responses (or proper error

mance of reelecting antenna systems of arbi-

returns) are returned to the clients in the cor-

trary geometry. GAI' uses a ray tracing and

rect sequence. The driver will he designed so

integration technique to predict the patterns

that multiple clients can simultaneously

produced by a reflecting antenna system.

monitor and control devices, with the single

Recent enhancements to the software include
the addition of three methods for modeling
more complex reflector geometries. The first
method modifies the program to permit a surface to he defined as a composite of surface
segments. The second exploits finite element
techniques so that a surface can be specified
by a set of triangular elements. In the third
method, the user can define a surface as a distorted polynomial.
An optimization algorithm was added to

Antenna Position

I

Antenna

A C.\\4 S opera
tot' fail colltrol

Satellite Preset

Antenna Name

Current Antenna Settings Desired Antenna Settings
Azimuth (Deg) 100 . 1 Azimuth (Deg) 100.1
Elevation ( Deg) 47 . 2 Elevation ( Deg) 47.2

ti=lilllithl and
el('i'atiolr 011g10S
,i10 tilt' 1'O1a1-it tl
0l' all ,7pt('ppa I'll
using hllltoll^ arrd

Polarity Horizontal Polarity Horizontal
to;; 1PS Zl'tlieh
('illlllat,' llle deoict'
HPA State HPAName pN

h'olrt /tally1 and

GAI' to generate the input amplitude and
phase parameters for each feed which are

lrrlip;, of
Move Antenna

necessary to meet specified far-field requirements. Gain and isolation requirements are

Turn HPAOn J

direct, 1l1li1s-o)i
c'nph'ol,

Message Area
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one device can be

satellite . The service also provides users with
information on INTELSAT earth stations and

controlled by a

television service tariffs . Recently , SDD added

single client appli-

a satellite calculator to the CTVS which pro-

cation at a time.

rides subscribers with look angle, beta-factor,

restriction that only
Remote
Clients

-1

Local
Clients

r

Client Interface

In addition, the
GNMS Device Driver

0

Port & Device interlace

F
ETHERNET

'L)L) C,cucrdlr^ect Network

driver will be ca-

and link budget calculators.
The look angle calculator allows the user to

pable of interfacing

compute the elevation and azimuth angles of

with new clients or
new earth station

an earth station antenna , given either the
name of the antenna or its geographic location

equipment without

and the satellite that it accesses . The beta-

changing the soft-

factor calculator enables a user to compute the

ware. This will be

geographical advantage of an earth station

accomplished by a

with respect to a given INTELSAT satellite,

configuration edi-

and a particular beam on the satellite, by

tor and various

specifying an orbital position , a satellite, a

tables, which will

beam, and either the name or geographic loca-

enable a system

tion of an earth station antenna . The link bud-

administrator to

get calculator computes feasibility link bud-

establish port-to-

gets for TV carriers by using INTELSAT's

interface-type and

standard link budget equations . The user

port-to - device

must provide a series of inputs , including sat-

relationships.

ellite location and uplink and downlink satel-

In 1994, SDD plans to develop a client ap-

lite beam coverage, as well as information

Miow.yeutcrtt tiustcm (CNMS)

plication called the Satellite Monitoring and

about the transmit and receive earth station

dei'ice driver will pro,'ide it >tau-

Control System (SCS) which will use the

antennas, the transponder , and the TV carrier.

dardi_ccl interface for conholliu,k

GNMS device driver. The new software will

earth station cgnipraent !rout a

augment the present Satellite Monitoring Sys-

rentrali:ed uctwork control car-

tem (SMS), which was developed by CWS to

ter (NCCI. Ttlpicillu, fttc' dccicc

monitor the spectra of satellite carriers in the

During 1993, SDD supported COMSAT

driccr will reside oil Nit. NCC

Atlantic Ocean Region and Pacific Ocean Re-

Technology Services in the design and devel-

courprttcr and serve nndtiplc iii

gion. SMS provides for remote monitoring

opment of a vessel traffic system (VTS) simu-

wits that renaotelu Illollilor mill

and control of several earth stations at a cen-

lator (VTSS) for the Port of Rotterdam. SDD

c oiitrol equipment at scvcral

tral NCC in Bethesda, Maryland. CWS will

led the design, implementation, and docu-

earth station'. The driz'cr will be

enhance SMS capabilities to include IDR/IBS

mentation effort for the simulator's GUI,

capable 01 ion!iolliu,t tilt to L6

bit error ratio (BER) testing and video signal

which was implemented using rule-based

ports, each sltpiortirr,^ one of the

testing at the Andover, Maine, and Clarks-

artificial intelligence tools for the X Window

fo lloneiii protocol Jlanclards:

burg, Maryland, earth stations. The SCS soft-

System. Reusable browsers and editors were

ill F 48 8, RS-485, RS-4212.

ware will consist of multiple client applica-

developed to create and edit the library of

VTS SIMULATOR PRODUCT
ASSISTANCE

RS-232, or [FEE 802 . 3. Tlic<c

tions that will access a configuration database

multimedia objects (such as full-motion

protocols will suable flue ctriver

of earth station equipment and provide a

graphics, text, and audio) that can be used in

to connrn Vitale witlu a 1ar,tc

graphical user interface. The GUI will be de-

'L ariehl of de;'ur''.

signed and implemented using the AXIS reus-

any exercise.
Although the simulator was developed in

able software previously developed by SDD.

an object-oriented environment, much of its
data were stored in a relational database. SDD

COMSAT TELEVISION SCHEDULE

designed the relational model for the different

SERVICE

categories of system data, including map, ves-

The COMSAT Television Schedule Service

sion was also responsible for mapping the re-

television service over an INNTELSAT satellite.

handling object-oriented inheritance and com-

Users may view information relating to their

plex object-oriented data types).

booked and pending service requests, and
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sel movement, text, and audio data. The Divi-

(CTVS) is a dial-in service through which
users of the INTELSAT system can request

lational concepts into the object model (e.g.,

The VTSS is a distributed system encom-

schedule and track the transponder switching

passing many processes on many different

activity associated with the INTELSAT K

workstations. To support this architecture,

SDI) developed reusable libraries based on
multiple protocols. In addition, SDI) designed
and implemented the integrated communications system and the underlying speaker and
microphone manager subsystems, which allow audio communications over simulated
VI IF channels, intercoms, and telephone lines.
TRACKING THE BOC CHALLENGE

The BOC Challenge-a solo, around-theworld sailboat race with approximately 35
racers-will start in Charleston, South Carolina, in September 1994. This race and its sister race, the 130C Transatlantic Challenge, are

AMVER system, which is credited with saving at least 58 lives in 1992.
CMC receives messages from ships at its
Inmarsat LESs in Southburv , Connecticut, and
Santa Paula , California . The messages are sent
to a server in Clarksburg via an X . 25 network.
SDD's role in support of CMC has been to develop the server software. The server performs
protocol conversion , looks up information
about the ship ( including its call sign) from a
database, adds this information to the message , and forwards it to the USCG' s center in
Martinsburg , West Virginia . Some messages

SUU lots supported LOA1S.lT
A4oblh' ('ourmrutiirtfiuu

in

di'i'flopiii a ni il'if tali' lneti^tl^>t'

organized by The BOC Group, a British com-

from the ships include meteorological readings. For these , the server creates an addi-

pany which is the primary sponsor. CMC,

tional message which it sends to the National

monitor the 1>( )C Cludle)1ge

also a sponsor of the races, will provide satel-

sailboat race. I,1'ith C0:1.1S:.IT-

lite communications and information services

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), where the information is used to

to the racers and race management, and will

help construct a global weather model.

users ieln displau lire curri'lli

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

the rac,'rs, strperiutposud on it

track the racers to support the news media
with constantly updated information about

mobile earth stations with integrated global
positioning satellite (GPS) receivers. This au-

a/sfeut, a,hich is bt'in^ lined to

slrlrlilir't software oil llicir PCs,

i'ition and historical trail, in

each boat's location and other race news.
All racers are equipped with Inmarsat-C

referral, trite kit' \, an t disphu,'

world untlr. A ;'r7rit'tit of tlisphlu

AXIS USER INTERFACE
DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

options allow nbcrs to ;oolti ill
ore particttlar re,'iolis, selcft

The AXIS User Interface Development En-

Which racers to iiisldtttt. and add

tomated equipment reports its position peri-

vironment (VIDE) system contains software

odically, without manual intervention. The re-

libraries, productivity tools, and application

The softunre can also disphttt

ports pass through one of the Inmarsat land

templates that software developers use in de-

luct7tr,'s of the boat and captain

earth stations (LESS) and are collected at

signing and implementing advanced graphi-

(s(anned-in before litt' racy),

COMSAT's server in Clarksburg, Maryland.

cal user interfaces to software applications.

f nnt

The server, an IBM-compatible PC, publishes

The system improves user interface consis-

tier each and disphlt/

the reports on a computer bulletin board, al-

tency, programmer productivity, and soft-

No'tirahhira/

lowing simultaneous access by users around

ware quality by providing and enforcing stan-

the world.

dard mechanisms, methods, and architectures

labels to element in tile disillil.11,

pufe flit' distori cc- to- fi n ish

ilitor7natitn.

for the software that drives the interfaces.
U.S. COAST GUARD AMVER SYSTEM

SDD is proud to he part of the COMSAT

AXIS was developed at COMSAT Laboratories under a proprietary research program,

team supporting the U.S. Coast Guard's

and is based on the X Window System and

(USCG's) Automated Mutual Assistance Ves-

OSF/Motif standards. Currently in its third

sel Rescue (AMVER) system, which has been
saving lives at sea for 35 years. With this system, ships around the world voluntarily report their position to the Coast Guard via
Inmarsat every 48 hours. When a distress call
comes in, the USCG Rescue Coordination
Center can immediately display the position

Server

n Imo.
News Media User

and course of all known ships within 250 nmi

A

of the vessel in distress and contact the closest

y

ship to request assistance. More than 14,000
ships from 130 countries participate in the

ti \\\ __1

Ali5;-.a
Right: ROC race reports generated hit global post
t)olrinc satellite receiacrs pass throit^dr hnnarsat
laud earth stntious and are collected in (larksbi,r
where tltet/ are published for user actest worldwide.

Race
Headquarters

Bulletin Board
System
Clarksburg. Maryland
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GRAXIS

OBJECT-ORIENTED

During 1993, SDD developed the initial re-

TECHNOLOGY: TERMS

lease of GRAXIS, a graphics toolkit for devel-

& ACRONYMS

oping software applications. The toolkit is

Ci c-S: AN ABSTRACTION

■

written in today's most widely used object-

AL-WORLD ENTITY

oriented language, C++. Its object-oriented

INI A STRUCTURE. COM-

application programming interface (API) is

Pt FTE WITH DATA AND

designed to shorten the learning curve for

ins.

I
■

application programmers and improve the

HIERARCHY: A COL-

maintainability of the toolkit.

,N OF CLASSES, WITH

GRAXIS supports a broad range of func-

UBCLASSES AND

tions, including two- and three-dimensional

I rrCLASSES.
■

modeling and rendering. It also supports

A SPECIFIC IN-

On i-CT:

event-driven interaction with graphically dis-

I A,,LE OF A CLASS THAT HAS
BEEN GIVEN

ATTRIBUTE VAL-

UES WHICH MAY CHANGE
,VEi'

TIME,

INDEPENDENT OF

=>T-IER OBJECTS.
■ OOA: OBJECT- ORIENTED
ANALYSIS.

fiJnnd ill the X W'iruiou' Snsh'nr 111111 Motit. f'lit' tie

played objects, and allows the use of state

siirr arch itectrn•P huilds ou tile f1JIICti0I117hfIJ f11111161

transition tables to define an object's behavior.

in X r711d A'lI)tit anti prot'ides t'X(t'udt'li rnpahihfiec

The toolkit is particularly well suited for the

fhat offer the sof'tu'arc det'eloper flit' roost flc.rihle

rapid development of prototype applications.

>I/Stew) pnssihlr.

With GRAXIS, programmers can quickly tailor
an interactive graphical interface to more

A SYSTEMATIC

APPROACH FOR ANALYZING A

release, AXIS is maintained and enhanced by

REAL-WORLD SYSTEM TO FOR-

SDD programmers.

MULATE A CORRESPONDING

The most significant productivity tools in-

OBJECT-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY

C©JECT MODEL-

cluded with AXIS are an easy-to-use Motif-

Object-oriented technology promises sig-

S OODBMS : OBJECT-

based text editor, and Xware, an advanced

nificant gains in software productivity because

ORIENTED DATABASE MAN-

screen design and code-generation facility.

of the software reuse and reduced complexity

AGEMENT SYSTEM . A DATA-

The menu-driven AXIS Text Editor incorpo-

inherent in the object model. Reusing proven

BASE SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS

rates numerous programmer-friendly features

software reduces the development time for

THE DEFINITION AND STOR-

and provides software developers with a pro-

new products, as well as the maintenance re-

AGE OF OBJECTS, AND

ductive too] for entering and editing source

quired during the operational life of the prod-

PROVIDES OBJECT SHARING,

code. Xware enables a user to interactively

uct. Object-oriented technology enables a soft-

-PA.NSACT ION CONTROL,

and graphically design the screens of an inter-

ware developer to create a simple model of a

active user interface, and then generates the

complex, real-world entity by focusing on the

software needed to implement the screens.

behavior of the entity. Complexity is further

r NG, AND CONCURRENCY.
■

M, IIOD:

A PROCEDURE

MPLEMENTS A SPECIFIC
IOR OF AN OBJECTS Ii ,AGE: A SIGNAL SENT
ONE OBJECT TO ANI- REQUFSTING THAT
THE RECEIVING OBJECT EXONE OF ITS METHODS.
■

i -RITANCE : THE ABILITY
Id IECTS IN A CLASS TO
OT PROPERTIES FROM
-HER CLASS.

■

I. -- rA ABSTRACTION: THE
.-1PLE OF IGNORING

THOSE ASPECTS OF AN ENTITI

The major software component of AXIS is
the AXIS Toolkit, a collection of utilities that

constituent parts. The resulting model is
easier to implement because problem-domain

teractive applications. The Toolkit features

(real-world) entities are directly mapped to

simple methods for managing information re-

system model objects, which encapsulate the

lated to the user interaction objects that make

data and procedures that determine the be-

up a user interface. These functions signifi-

havior of the object. In other words, objects

cantly reduce the complexity of writing an in-

are modular and potentially reusable.

teractive application.
The AXIS Toolkit is implemented in the
C programming language. SDD has also developed an Ada binding to the AXIS Toolkit
software development projects.
Rig/rt. A i.ee fi'aturcof c;K;'t.XIS is its hryt'reri

DER TO CONCENTRATE MORE

Llt',i.\n. At the fill), tilt' API Zat/cr sclurates tile

FULLY ON THOSE THAT ARE,

applieation prot?a1lln er from the other Mtao falters,
tolrieir are often 17/'Worm- or

1-1111,;

GRAXiS supports portin,, heht•ccu ptrttfarnrs and
imder'lln11,g z'crldnr pRI'ka{e^.

DEVELOPMENT

Separates the programmer
from other layers for deviceindependent development

for use on VMS, for Department of Defense

CURRENT PURPOSES IN OR-

SYSTEM

reduced by decomposing the entity into its

simplify the design and implementation of in-

THAT ARE NOT RELEVANT TO
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closely meet a customer's needs.

Stores graphical object
coordinates and other
attributes

Calls device- specific
routines to draw lines and
other graphic primitives

SDD's primary business is to implement

such as the import/export of user data, text

system management functions for satellite

and line drawing annotations, distance and

communications systems, which consist of a

location calculations, and import/export of

hierarchy of physical and logical objects. The

the map laver.

two highest-level objects-the ground segment and the space segment-can be decom-

A database has been structured to provide
efficient access to map data objects through a

posed into lower-level objects such as earth

variety of indexes, without duplicating primi-

stations, network control centers, antennas,

tives such as edges and points. Currently, the

and transponders. SDD has analyzed these ob-

software offers a single low-level index to the

jects and used their designs in systems such as
the Interim System Planning Computer (ISPC)
and STRIP7. However, work in the past has
focused on algorithms and procedures, rather
than on object-oriented techniques. With the

With the availability of new object-oriented
me thodologies, tools, l(7n Sira^es ... SDD has initiated
work to define a complete satellite system object model.

availability of new object-oriented methodologies, tools, languages, user interfaces, and

geographical data, which at this level consist

databases, SDD has initiated work to define a

of polvlines, points, and text features, with

complete satellite system object model.

limited information about the data class to

In 1994, SDD engineers will work on sev-

which they belong (e.g., a polyline may be-

eral projects involving object-oriented tech-

long to a country, coastline, and /or inland

nology. These include STRIP7 software for

water class). At the highest level, a map object

INTEI.SAT, map display software, GRAXIS,
'iiu1 \\IS.

will be indexed by its unique identifier or
class, or through a geopolitical class hierarchy
index or spatial index. Users will be permitted

MAPPING SOFTWARE

In 1993, SDD began developing a library
of object-oriented tools for generating and interacting with graphical data displays. The effort initially focused on the interactive display

to create their own data features and feat-Lire
classes, and to use any of the indexes to access
their data.
The underlying device-independent 2-1)
graphics software will support 3-D wire

of geographical information to support satel-

frame drawings in perspective and ortho-

lite communications analysis applications.

graphic projections. The retained-mode pack-

The tools developed consisted of a device-

age also provides double buffering and hier-

independent graphics package, file manage-

archical data modeling, and enables the map

ment software for storing and retrieving geo-

to be displayed as a static background over

graphical data, and an AN to mapping and

which additional user or application data lay-

graph-generating software.

ers can be displayed. The software currently

Currently, the mapping package supports
a basic set of features for drawing maps of the

provides a driver for X W Vindows. A Postscript
driver will be implemented in the near future.

world through an API. The mapping capabilities access a geographical database that in-

SOFTWARE SALES

cludes continent and political boundaries, ma-

& CONSULTING

jor inland waterways, and major cities. The

SDI) has developed a library of specialized

database will soon be expanded to include

software analysis tools which are regularly

II LlL t( t)

airports, major highways, canals, railroads,

enhanced and updated for new applications

enrpLnting citrn iit nreflmdolo,Aies

Foftit'll )t deswloprIle) l,

and other features, to support applications re-

and platforms. The library contains a number

stall its object-oriented i1'sictt.

lated to mobile communications. The software

of unique satellite communications-related

yraphh'tt! user interface's, reltt-

allows the above features to be drawn using a

programs that provide the engineering ana-

tional datahases, and ohject-

variety of projections, including perspective,

lyst with automated support for such func-

oriented datahnses, utsin' C,

for arbitrary map dimensions and map center

tions as link budget calculations, communica-

C++, ,1dir, 17111 101`170' lart^ua^cs.

locations. The system permits a change in pro-

tions system planning, intermodulation

The Dirisiotl'S utft't'aic pro-

jection, as well as zooming and panning. Ad-

analysis, antenna system design/evaluation,

9rtnus are available 01,1-the-shelf,

ditional annotative features will include a la-

resource tracking and mapping, channel mod-

ur• custotui_ed, and arc nscd bu

beled graticule, title, footnote, text labels, and

eling, antenna coverage plotting, rain and sun

SDD staff in corusudtiu,y con-

legend. An interactive interface will also he

outage prediction, and TDMA burst schedul-

tracts to meet specific c ttstortter

developed to support these and other features,

ing and planning.

regnirenrents.
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ive via Satellite
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, July 1,

COMSAT engineers who had designed and

1976-Today, three COMSAT engineers and a

built the terminal from the ground up with

portable earth terminal grave new meaning to the

commercial off-the-shelf parts-Joachim

teords "live via satellite."

"Kim" Kaiser , Fred Seidel, and Dave.

It was nearly a generation ago, and the

P

country was bursting with bicentennial cel-

from Maryland to the Wyoming broadcast

ebrations. NBC, preparing to televise a seg-

site.

ment of its 10-hour commemorative pro-

F111111y

Reiser-had also driven it cross-country

At S a . m. Eastern Daylight Time on the

gram, "The Glorious Fourth," from

Bicentennial Fourth, after two days of dry

Yellowstone National Park, had asked

runs with the NBC crew the three-man

COMSAT to provide a small transportable

CO\l.\ 1 team been transmitting the live

earth terminal for the transmission.

video. Simult , ni ously, viewers on both

The 2-meter Ku-band antenna arrived at
Yellowstone atop a rented six-wheel RV,
with the electronics inside, and was deployed quickly, in about 3-1 /2 hours. The

coast' ou ld watch Old Faithful erupting at
Yellowstone!
Seventeen years after that milestone in
satellite communications , the three engineers were together again , this time in New

"At the time

we were

conducting these

e xper iments and

demonstrating the applications of this technology, we had
no idea o f the fa -reaching impact it would have on
Society." -David Reiser
Senior Erl ineer, COMSAT Technology Services

York City, to receive an Emmv on behalf
of COMSAT for their work that summer
of '76.
The F mmv-the highest honor be
stowed by the National Academy of

"The technology pioneered
during that period is now in
common use. Todat, we think
nothing of 'live via satellite' for
news events zt'e see on television.

We expect it."
-Joachim Kaiser
40 LIVE VIA SATELLITE

Television Arts and Sciences (NATAS) on
an individual, company, or scientific/
technical organization-is awarded for
ma jor ads ances that "materially have
affected the transmission, recording, or
recel,tion of television." In presenting the
statuette to COMS.\T, NATAS praised the
corporation for its "outstanding achievement in the sciences of television technology" for "miniature, lightweight, rapid
deployment earth terminals for satellite

Accepting the Fmrnit award are, from left, the tune engineers who worked on

news gathering."

tlic peeler!: David Reiser , Joachim Kaiser, and Fred Seidel. John Morris, Vice-

News gathering via satellite has become

President of COMSAT 1't'ehnnlnti

ereices, is shown holding the statuette.

an indispensable element in the virtually
instantaneous reporting demanded by the
global community today. The broadcast

eople of the world face to face with the

trucks and portable terminals now so

human side of major events such as rapidly

commonplace are a direct outgrowth of

unfolding political crises in the Middle East

COMSAT' s experimentation with miniature

and Somalia; natural disasters in California,

terminals in the early 1970s. This technol-

Florida, and M lexico; and fast-breaking

ogy has played a crucial role in bringing the

news stories world wide.

"The Ernnrl, is a tribute to the
enterprising spirit and pioneering work
of COMSAT Laboratories staff. The work
of Kim Kaiser, Fred Seidel, and David
Reiser has forever changed the way
persons around the world receive and
react to current events."
John V. Evans,
Preside,it,

COMSAT Laboratories

wards
IEEE HONORS COMSAT ENGINEER WITH OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Dr. Spiros Dimolitsas of COMSAT Labora-

transmission systems and equipment within

tories was the 1993 recipient of the IEEE Stan-

the International Telecommunications Union

dards Medallion in recognition of his work on

Standardization Sector. He is actively in-

the standardization of source coding technol-

volved in developing technology related to

ogy for international communications. The

value-added mobile. communications services,

IEEE awards this honor for "outstanding

and supports the technology needs of

achievement in the development and imple-

COMSAT's businesses in the areas of voice

mentation of electro-technology standards."

compression, facsimile transmission, and se-

Highlighted in the citation accompanying the

cure communications.

award was Dr. Dimolitsas' leadership in the
development of a new 16-kbit/s speech coding standard for international and personal
communications systems.
The development of national and international standards is a critical activity in the rapidly evolving communications arena. State-of
the-art standards permit new communications
services to he introduced quickly, with minimal equipment compatibility problems. Standards also stimulate the supply of equipment
from multiple vendors, thus giving greater
freedom of choice to network, equipment, and
service providers while reducing the cost to
the consumer.
Dr. Dimolitsas is a Director of Program
Development in the Labs' Communications

0r. I )hwlitsas (left) accepts the IEEE Standard;
Medallion front Mr. Henri Suvderhotul at the IEEE

Technology Division, and chairs programs

hnlernational C-onfererce on Acoustics, Speech and

related to signal processing in the areas of

Signal Proeessiii' in .Minneapolis in Jnly 1993.

IEEE VIDEO TECHNOLOGY TRANSACTIONS BEST PAPER AWARD
Dr. Kou-I iu 'I'zou, Manager of the Image
Processing Department in COMSAT Laboratories' Communications Technology Division,

Video Technolog ti, Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 176-186.
Dr. Tzou is well-recognized in the interna-

was a co-recipient of the 1993 IEEE Video

tional video signal processing community for

Technology Best Paper Award presented by

his contributions to advances in TV/HDTV

the IEEE Circuits and Systems Society. The

coding. His department at COMSAT is re-

paper, entitled "Design and Hardware Archi-

sponsible for developing state-of-the-art video

tecture of High-Order Conditional Entropy

coding technology for satellite transmission.

Coding for Images," describes an innovative
and practical technique for realizing highefficiency compression of image and video
I)r. B(lrr-l iu 1 ou

of IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for

data. It was published in the June 1992 issue

U.S. PATENTS
The following U.S. patents were issued to employees of COMSAT Laboratories in 1993:
B. R. U. BHASKAR
"Transform Domain Quantization Technique for Adaptive Predictive Coding," U.S. Patent No.
5,206,884, issued April 27, 1993.
S. I. SAYEGH

"Method and Apparatus for Carrier Synchronization Acquisition in a Digital Burst Mode Communication System," U.S. Patent No. 5,214,674, issued May 25, 1993.
J. J. POKLEMBA

"Programmable Noise Bandwidth Reduction by Means of Digital Averaging," U.S. Patent No.
5,216,696, issued June 1, 1993.
F. T. ASSAL, J. V. EVANS. C. E. MAHLE. A. I. ZAGHLOUL & R. K. GUPTA
"Switch Matrix Including Both B Switching Elements and Crossbar Switch Matrices,"
U.S. Patent No. 5,220,320, issued June 15, 1993.
V. N. GUPTA, M. ONUFRY. JR.. J. H. RIESER, H. G. SUYDERHOUD
& K. VIRUPAKSHA

"Low-Rate Encoding / Digital Speech Interpolation System ," U.S. Patent No. 5,226, 044, issued
July 6, 1993.
R. R. BONETTI & A. E. WILLIAMS

"Microwave Filter With a Wide Spurious-Free Band-Stop Response," U.S. Patent No. 5,254 963,
issued October 19., 1993.
G. M. HEGAZI, K. P. PANDE , A. EZZEDDINE , R. SORBELLO & B. GELLER
" Monolithic Gallium Arsenide Phased Array Using Integrated Gold Post Interconnects," U.S.
Patent No. 5,262,794, issued November 16, 1993.
H. CHALMERS . F. B. VERAHRAMI & A. SHENOY

" Digitally Implemented Fast Frequency Estimator / Demodulator for Low Bit Rate Maritime and
Mobile Data Communications Without the Use of an Acquisition Preamble," U . S. Patent No.
5,272,446, issued December 21, 1993.
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